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ABSTRACT 

As public relations firms attempt to tap the great wealth of exposure 

television news provides, the video news release (VNR) has recently 

emerged as a new attempt at publicity seeking. 

This study examines how VNRs are intended to be used and how VNRs 

are actually used. By using a descriptive interview survey, this study focuses 

on three of 1992's top U.S. money-making VNR producers. It reveals these 

producers' expectations and motives for their VNRs. It also provides 

insights into the producers· perception of ho~ tlieir VNRs are being used by 

broadcast television news stations. 

In addition, this study also focuses on network-affiliated television 

news stations in three different-sized Wisconsin markets. These findings 

reveal how nine news stations reportedly use VNRs. It also provides insights 

into the assignment editors' perception of VNR producers' expectations and 

motives. 

In answering the survey questions. the VNR producers and the 

assignment editors reveal their newsworthiness criteria. These responses 

are compared and contrasted with earlier news criteria research provided 

by Edward Jay Epstein and Michael J. Robinson. 

By examining the VNR producers and Wisconsin television news 

stations. this study of VNR production, usage and criteria compares two 

groups involved in directing the future of VNRs. 
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"Each day, tens of dozens of events occur 
which are considered newsworthy by those 
who have staged them. The essential power 
of the press is its capacity to choose which 
events hit the prime-time 1V news and 
which events get ignored" {Cater, 83). 

--Douglas Cater, special assistant to 
President Lyndon Johnson, 1972. 

"The press will go after anything, and that is 
the way it should be" {Baskin, 193). 

--Ben Wattenberg, coeditor, 
Public Opinion. 1988. 

Public relations is a practice that shapes public opinion, including a 

large quantity of the news encountered in our communication environment. 

Many of the news stories seen, read or heard through the mass media 

originate from public relations practices. News releases, press 

conferences, pseudo-events and publicity stunts often translate into 

newsworthy stories for journalists. While these tactics aren't new, their 

prominence can be recognized. A March 1981 issue of the Wall Street 

Journal used news releases as the origin for 45 percent of its news stories 

(Wilcox. 1986). · During the Persian Gulf War, television audiences tuned-in 

regularly for General Norman Schwarzkopfs press conferences. More than 

two centuries earlier, Samuel Adams initiated a public relations campaign 

and staged a quite successful and highly-visible pseudo event, known now as 

the Boston Tea Party. In short, when it comes to controlling the content of 
-

the media, public relations is more influential than most people realize 

(Becker & Roberts, 1992). 
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This study examines how one public relations tool - the video news 

release -is intended to be used by its producers and how it is evaluated and 

used by the broadcast news medium. 

INTRODUCTION 

Some scholars would argue that the television broadcast medium leads 

the news industry as the most influential form of media today. A 1991 

Roper survey reported that over half of Americans obtain their news 

exclusively from television and almost 60 percent believe what they see on 

television news to a greater degree than newspapers, magazines or radio 

(Medialink, 1993). While the average American household watches about 

seven hours of television each day (Becker & Roberts, 1992), debates still 

rage as to how much control television has over its own news content [cf. 

Epstein, 1973: Altheide, 1976: Lieberman, 1992]. 

As public relations firms attempt to tap the great wealth of exposure 

that television offers, the video news release (VNR) has emerged from a slew 

of age-old attempts at publicity-seeking. Today, there are many 

organizations producing ready-to-air television programs or spots and are 

pitching them as newsworthy events. VNRs have quickly become regular 

components of television programming (Consumer Reports, 1991). "Every 

week, hundreds of local television stations air these free, ready-made news 

releases, which look increasingly realistic" (Lee & Solomon, 1992, p. 65). 
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Since the late 1970s. when VNR production gained attention. media 

analysts have examined the trends and practices associated with VNRs. 

Beyond newsworthiness. most analysts agree that the effectiveness of a 

particular VNR depends on many variables. including production quality, 

television news budget constraints and time considerations. The advantages 

and disadvantages of this cost-effective practice have also been discussed by 

both the media and the VNR producers. Most recently. media analysts have 

successfully tracked and recorded VNR broadcasts with increasing accuracy. 

providing clients with specific market penetration information (Shell, 

December 1991). This device describes what particular stations use a 

portion of a VNR and when stations broadcast a VNR. 

To some. a VNR's success can be easily judged by news value. 

According to Ernie Schultz (1986). former president of Radio and 

Television News Directors Association. VNRs are treated like any other 

public relations tool: 

Most news directors look at video news 
releases in exactly the same way they do the 
old-fashioned news release. If there is some 
perceived news value, they will run it. If there 
isn't, they won't. The reason there is no 
consensus on which VNRs are usable and 
which are not is that there is no consensus on 
the definition of news (Honnert. 1989, p. 30). 

If newsworthiness provides little consensus, how do VNR producers 

determine what VNRs to send to the news media? What are their 

intentions? Do they expect stations to broadcast edited versions of their 
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VNRs? Do they send VNRs as a means of merely "stirring-up" interest in a 

product or company? Do they hope their VNRs become file footage. to be 

used in an unrelated manner at a different date? How do assignment editors 

determine which VNRs to broadcast? Do they use VNRs as story 

springboards for localizing? How many VNRs do they use in comparison 

with how many they receive? What factors determine which VNRs are aired 

and which are not? 

This study attempts to answer these questions. Specifically. this study 

focuses on a comparison between VNR producers· expectations and 

television station assignment editors· expectations. Areas of concentration 

include: 

• VNR producers and television news station operation information 

• VNR clients and control issues 

• VNR distribution and reception practices 

• VNR broadcast success rates 

• Newsroom editorial practices 

• Newsworthiness issues 

The findings should give broader insights into how public relations 

and the television broadcast medium use VNRs to communicate to a mass 

audience. and add new knowledge to a growing public relations practice. 

Using the descriptive interview survey methodology. this study gathers 

quantitative and qualitative data regarding VNR intentions and actual VNR 
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usage. The survey implements open-ended and close-ended questions to 

obtain both quantitative and qualitative data from the two interview groups. 

By interviewing three of 1992·s top U.S. money-making VNR 

producers this study provides greater insights into how VNRs are intended 

to be used. thus revealing expectations and motives of VNR companies. 

In addition, by interviewing assignment editors at each ne~ork 

affiliate news station in three different-sized Wisconsin television markets. 

this study also provides greater insights into how VNRs are actually used by 

television stations. These fmdings should reveal the criteria used for 

broadcasting VNRs. the expectations assignment editors have of VNRs and 

the factors that affect how nine Wisconsin television stations use VNRs. 

METHODOLOGY 

After considering the many methods available to study VNR producers 

and news editors. it seems the most appropriate methodology to use is a 

combination of quantitative and qualitative methods - a descriptive 

interview survey. 

Whereas quantitative methods typically sample large populations to 

draw conclusions. this study is more interested in a examining a small local 

population of Wisconsin news editors and comparing their responses with a 
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small population of the nation·s largest VNR producers. This descriptive 

interview survey allows for some quantification of data in order to draw 

conclusions or discover trends where necessacy. 

Whereas some qualitative methods. such as field research or focus 

groups. use smaller sample sizes. this study•s goal is better served by the 

descriptive interview survey. Field research would allow for first hand 

observation of news and VNR business practices. Yet the descriptive 

interview survey allows the researcher to swiftly and completely examine 

the responses. not actions. of nine different news stations and three national 

VNR producers. In this way. reported attitudes and beliefs are examined -

not estimations of observed actions. Although focus groups could provide 

similar insights. this descriptive interview survey individually examines each 

editor and each VNR producer separately. thus providing valuable data 

without each individual or group knowing what the others are reporting. 

As this study combines quantitative and qualitative methods. it 

becomes important to distinguish between these methods. as well as to 

examine some strengths and weaknesses of the descriptive interview survey. 

Quantitative methods use numerical data to explain phenomenon. 

Various measurement techniques quantify information so researchers can 

support their conclusions with empirical data. Determining the frequency 

of VNR production and usage is useful. but quantification is not the only goal 

of this study. This study also discovers reasons behind actions. Therefore, 

implementing some aspects of a qualitative method seems appropriate. 
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Qualitative methods differ greatly from quantitative methods. Whereas 

quantitative methods seek to develop numerical data, qualitative methods 

seek to provide unique explanations about situations. Qualitative researchers 

are more concerned with the question, "Why?" instead of the question, 

"How much?" 

By combining aspects of both methodologies, this study provides 

numerical data representing frequency of VNR production and usage. It also 

reveals explanations and motivations behind VNR production and usage. 

To obtain the desired data, this study combines elements of each 

method, by implementing a survey. This survey serves as the data gathering 

instrument for each research group. 

Interviewing can be an alternative to collecting survey data (Babbie, 

1989). He describes the descriptive interview survey process: 

Rather than asking respondents to read 
questionnaires and enter their own answers, 
researchers send interviewers to ask the 
questions orally and record respondents' 
answers. Interviewing is typically done in a 
face-to-face encounter, but telephone 
interviewing follows most of the same 
guidelines (Babbie, 269). 

The advantages and disadvantages of interview surveys have been well 

discussed. To begin, a chief strength is the amount of detail it can provide. 

This study reveals norms of behavior as well as similarities and 

dissimilarities in the news-related decision making process of VNR 

production and usage. Since the VNR production and news gathering 
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processes are often void of exact measurable guidelines, these interviews 

reflect a more in-depth view of these decision-making processes while 

offering some possible explanations for behavior. 

Another advantage is completion rate. Interview surveys typically 

attain a far higher response rate than mail surveys and "ought to achieve a 

completion rate of at least 80 to 85 percent" (Babbie, 1989, p. 269). 

In addition, the flexibility interview surveys provide is an asset. An 

interviewer can clarify questionnaire items, probe for deeper answers and 

observe actions (Babbie, 1989). 

Some researchers, however, say any form of qualitative research 

seldom yields accurate statements about large populations (Babbie, 1989). 

Qualitative research draws suggestive conclusions rather than definitive 

conclusions. However, this study does not draw generalizations beyond 

each VNR producer or Wisconsin's television market. 

Specifically. this descriptive interview survey concentrates on two 

interview groups - three of the top money-making VNR producers in the 

U.S.* and each television news station network affiliate from three different

sized markets in Wisconsin. Using the descriptive interview survey, this 

study reveals how and why VNRs are produced and broadcast. 

• Author's note -- It should be noted here that Orbis News, 1992's third largest VNR money
maker declined to be lntelViewed. According to partner Jeff Bohnson, Orbis was "adamantly 
opposed" to participating with the study and considered the requested tnf ormation 
proprietru.y. On the Scene Productions, 1992's fourth largest VNR money-maker, was chosen to 
replace Orbis News. 
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This study is broken into two main data gathering parts: 

PART I -- VNR PRODUCERS 

Phone interviews with a president or vice president of 

production/ distribution for a VNR company were conducted. This study 

collected interpretive and descriptive data of their expectations for their 

VNRs. Based on a standard questionnaire each VNR producer was asked 

several questions (see appendix 1). Flexibility on follow-up questions 

allowed this study to gain deeper insights. Their responses to the questions 

were individually recorded and transcribed before being edited and 

combined for conciseness. By using these research elements, this study 

examines the practices, intentions and insights of three VNR producers. 

According to O'Dwyer's PR Services (1993), three of the top video 

public relations firms. based on 1992 reported income, are: 

• West Glen Communications, headquartered in 
New York, is a full service producer and 
distributor of VNRs. Its 1992 income was 
$4,221,032. West Glen's clients include 
several Fortune 500 companies and many of 
the nation's top PR agencies. It was founded in 
1970 and has 30 employees today. 
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• Also founded in 1970, DWJ Television has 47 
employees in three different cities. With 
offices in New Jersey, New York and 
Washington, D.C., DWJ specializes in all phases 
of VNR production and placement. It reported 
$3,533,615 in 1992 income. 

• On the Scene Productions, Inc. was founded 
in Los Angeles in 1984 and today employs 9 
staff members. Specializing in electronic 
publicity for entertainment, corporate and 
publishing industries, On the Scene 
Productions reported its 1992 income as $2, 
222,982. 

PART II - WISCONSIN TELEVISION NEWS STATION 

ASSIGNMENT EDITORS 

Through phone interviews with each affiliate's assignment editor, this 

study collects interpretive and descriptive data of his/her station's usage of 

VNRs. * Based on a standard questionnaire, each assignment editor was 

asked several questions (see appendix 2) . 

. Flexibility on follow-up questions allowed the researcher to gain 

deeper insights. Their responses to the questions were individually 

recorded and transcribed before being combined for conciseness. 

*Author's note-- It should be noted here that interviews were conducted with the station's 
decision-maker regarding the use ofVNRs, regardless of their title. In all cases, this person was 
the assignment editor. 
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From these interviews, this study reveals the criteria for VNR 

newsworthiness, overall VNR usage and general VNR insights of assignment 

editors of network-affiliated news stations in three different-sized television 

markets in Wisconsin. 

• Wisconsin's largest television market is 
Milwaukee. According to Broadcast and Cable 
Yearbook (Bowker, 1993), Milwaukee's market 
contains 772,200 Area of Dominant Influence 
(ADI) 1V Households. This number accounts 
for .83 percent of the total U.S. population. 
Out of 209 Arbitron television markets, 
Milwaukee is ranked at #29 (see appendix 3). 
Milwaukee's network affiliates are WISN-1V, 
channel 12, ABC; WITI-1V, channel 6, CBS; 
and Wf'MJ-1V, channel 4, NBC. 

• Serving 385,400 ADI 1V Households, Green 
Bay-Appleton is Wisconsin's second largest 
television market (see appendix 3). Ranked at 
#65, the Green Bay-Appleton market contains 
.42 percent of the total U.S. population 
(Bowker, 1993). Green Bay-Appleton's 
network affiliates are WFRV-1V, channel 5, 
CBS; WBAY-1V, channel 2, ABC; and WLUK-1V, 
channel 11, NBC. 

• The Wausau-Rhinelander television market is 
currently ranked at #132 and is Wisconsin's 
smallest market (see appendix 3). It reaches 
162,500 ADI 1V Households and accounts for 
.18 percent of total U.S. population (Bowker, 
1993). Wausau-Rhinelander's network 
affiliates are WAOW-1V. channel 9, ABC; 
WSAW-1V, channel 7, CBS; and WJFW-1V. 
channel 12, NBC. 
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Not every- state contains at least three significantly different sized 

television markets. Studying Wisconsin's television stations offers insights 

into how each market's practices differ within a relatively close proximity of 

coverage. 

Using these particular markets allows for equal representation of a 

large, medium and small-sized market. By examining the practices of each 

network affiliate in three different markets, conclusions are drawn within 

each market, representing market patterns or inconsistencies. These 

patterns or inconsistencies are compared and contrasted among the 

different markets. Therefore, the data obtained represents an accurate 

cross-section of Wisconsin's, and quite possibly the nation's, news gathering 

practices and VNR usage in different-sized markets. 

ORGANIZATION 

The presentation of this study's fmdings is organized in the following 

manner: 

Chapter 1 introduces the methodology chosen for data-gathering. It 

specifically describes the units for analysis, and offers a justification for 

implementing the methodology. 
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Chapter 2 provides a background into television news criteria. and 

presents a history of public relations and the birth of the video news release. 

In addition; it examines the relationship between video news releases and 

general newsworthiness criteria. 

Chapter 3 presents the data gathered from the video news release 

producers and the Wisconsin television news station assignment editors. 

Chapter 4 completes the study by drawing conclusions. using Edward 

Jay Epstein's and Michael Robinson's research as a framework for 

discussion. It also offers suggestions for areas in need of further 

examination. 

Although this study intends to examine current VNR practices. a brief 

history of news criteria. public relations, VNRs and television news station 

operations is necessary. This information presented in Chapter 2 provides 

the foundation necessary to draw conclusions and reveal trends of VNR 

intentions and usage. 
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In order to understand, and possibly explain, the data gathered from 

using the descriptive interview survey, this study needs to provide a close 

examination of several areas. Examining prominent research in television 

news criteria provides explanations of how and why news is gathered for the 

television medium. Discovering the development of television news and its 

broadcast personnel provides insights into the intricacies and activities of 

television newsrooms. Looking into the history of public relations and video 

news releases provides a foundation for understanding the past, present, 

and, quite possibly, the future of these practices. Finally, comparing v"'NRs 

with television news criteria offers insights into how general news criteria is 

implemented when television stations consider broadcasting VNRs. 

BACKGROUND 

Television is unlike any other medium (Gerbner, 1976). Gerbner says 

we often assume that most television viewers get the majority of their news 

information from television news. Gerbner, however, contends that the real 

source of information is television drama (Adams, 1978). This differs from 

other news-bearing media in that television viewers receive their 

information in a far more entertaining, and often times more unexpected, 
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form - television programming. Whereas an individual actively reads a 

newspaper for information. a television viewer digests societal statements 

and other forms of information while passively watching entertainment 

television programs. Thus. Gerbner firmly believes that television has an 

enormous influence on individuals . 

. Gerbner·s research has advanced the social aspects of television 

viewing in many ways. Yet Gerbn~r adds little to the criteria that television 

news producers use to determine programming. Instead. Gerbner gives us 

insight into the study of social influences on television news. as do Donald 

Shaw and Max.well Mccombs. 

According to Shaw and Mccombs (1977). the media tells us what to 

think about by reporting on news they find Important. In this way, Shaw and 

Mccombs suggest the media act as gatekeepers of information. while setting 

the public's agenda: 

Considerable evidence has accumulated that 
editors and broadcasters play an important 
part in shaping our social reality as they go 
about their day-to-day task of choosing and 
displaying the news. Here may lie the most 
important effect of mass communication, its 
ability to mentally order and organize our 
world for us. In short. the mass media may not 
be successful in telling us what to think. but 
they are stunningly successful in telling us 
what to think about (1977, p. 185). 

Given Gerbner's and Shaw's and Mccombs' suggestion. who then 

could affect the media's agenda? Stephen Reese (1991) suggests that the 
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media's agenda is established by combinations of editorial decisions and 

external sources of non-media personnel [ cf. Blyskal, 1985; Ambrosio, 

1980). Reese believes the media's power is affected by their relationships 

with a variety of sources. 

Judging by the effects of the agenda-setting model of communication, 

[cf.McLeod, Becker and Byrnes, 1974; Benton and Frazier, 1976; Gordon 

and Heath, 1981; Smith, 1987; Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder, 1982) many 

would argue that media manipulation by outside sources can be very 

effective. 

TELEVISION NEWS CRITERIA 

Edward Jay Epstein's research (1973) suggests that organizations are 

responsible for shaping a vast amount of the news we see on television. 

Epstein believes that external forces control the news: 

[This) book does not hold that network news is 
entirely determined by organizational factors . . 
. It does argue that certain consistent 
directions in selecting, covering and 
reformulating events over long-term periods 
are clearly related to organizational needs 
(Epstein, 1973, p. 18). 

While recognizing the importance of outside information sources for 

television news stations, to fully understand where news comes from 
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Epstein examined the news industry at the National Broadcasting Company 

(NBC). In 1968, 70 percent of all NBC news stories used were supplied 

from the Associated Press (AP) and United Press International (UPI) wire 

services. Public relations agencies accounted for almost seven percent of 

the news. While this amount is far less significant than the wire services' 

contributions, it is a larger percentage than the combined contributions of 

affiliates, local television stations. staff cameramen. free-lance writers and 

correspondents combined (Epstein, 1973). 

Epstein also described six criteria used by the NBC assignment desk 

for judging what's news: prominence, predictability, film value. geographic 

balance, time considerations and correspondent preferences all held 

important roles in determining the news for NBC. 

Epstein believes an individual's prominence is more important than 

the actual news event. Most assignment editors create an actual, if not 

mental. list of high-priority news makers. From this list, quick decisions 

can be made determining newsworthiness. 

The predictability of a news conference, interview or official statement 

can often facilitate the news gathering process. As television stations 

attempt to deal with severe budget and resource constraints, many stations 

are operating with minimal news gathering resources. These constraints 
.~ 4,ol .. .. . ~ 

don't allow for great flexibility in covering last-minute news stories. 

According to Epstein, "the more predictable the event, the more likely it 

will be covered.. (Epstein, 1973, p. 146). 
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If a story has strong ftlm value, it's more likely to be broadcast 

(Epstein, 1973). Television news is a visual medium. Sharp. colorful and 

exciting visuals are indispensable for capturing a news audience. Often 

times, news editors will run visually exciting stories and postpone. or cut 

out, news items with less visual value. Political and other institutions 

sometimes restrict video coverage. These organizations who shun television 

coverage often get what they ask for - little exposure, while other 

welcoming organizations have a better chance at gaining broadcast exposure. 

In this way. a story's visual qualities determine its broadcast time. 

Epstein ( 1973) also belie~es that assignment editors often distribute 

news stories across a geographic region in order to achieve greater balance 

and scope. If similar stories are arising from different locations, news 

editors may choose to cover the story from the closer location, based on 

budget and resource constraints. As one assignment editor explains, .. If we 

have to choose between covering a student demonstration in Chicago or 

Little Rock, and we can't tell which will be more significant, we'd probably 

choose the one in Chicago, where we already have a crew" (Epstein, 1973, 

p. 148). 

Public relations agents know that accommodating the media can result 

in news coverage. By scheduling news events and interviews early in the 

day, organizations allow the media more time to write, shoot, edit and 

eventually broadcast the story. These time considerations, says Epstein, 
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increase an organization·s chances to gain coverage. over organizations that 

aren·t as willing to accommodate the media. 

Epstein's final news criteria is correspondent preference. In most 

organizations. personal relationships can play an important role in achieving 

professional success. The media is no different. News producers use 

preferred correspondents to cover important stories and often give less 

important stories to unfavorable correspondents. "A standard Joke on the 

assignment desk was. 'Cover it only if __ is unavailable· - the blank 

being any correspondent who was in disfavor with the producers" (Epstein, 

1~73, p.149). A stm:y. then. covered by a favorite correspondent. has a 

greater chance of success than does a lesser story covered by a less 

preferred correspondent. 

Michael J. Robinson. however, believes Epstein's six news criteria may 

need some refinement (1978). Robinson refutes some of Epstein's ideas, 

and proposes alternatives to Epstein's theories. Robinson believes that 

research should concentrate on four alternative interpretations: the 

newsworthy interpretation (Buckalew, 1969-1970), the reality 

interpretation (Cronkite, 1973; Small 1970), a collage interpretation 

(Robinson and McPhearson. 1977), and an attitudinal-political 

interpretation (Cirino, 1971; Efron, 1971; Lefever, 1974). 

Newsworthiness, to Robinson. is a "simple-minded premise [which] 

suggests that networks include stories that Journalists perceive as, quite 

simply. newsworthy" (Adams & Schreibman, 1978, p. 199). Robinson, 
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therefore, considers newsworthiness as the most important criterion. 

Regardless of the medium, this simple criterion is the backbone of 

journalism (Adams & Schreibman, 1978). 

Robinson believes that the reality element is closely related to 

newsworthiness. This interpretation holds that journalists' stories mirror 

the day's most important occurrences. When faced with criticism, 

Journalists are eager to proclaim that their reports are accurate 

representations of real-life daily events. 

According to Robinson, the collage interpretation of news uses a 

varied combination. It is comprised of "a little politics, a little disaster, a 

little hoopla, and a dash of human interest," (Adams & Schreibman, 1978, 

p. 199). These elements are aimed at entertaining as well as informing in 

order to please a diverse news audience. 

While newsworthiness, reality and the collage interpretation may seem 

quite similar, Robinson's fourth news criterion is quite different. "The 

attitudinal-political model holds that news is collected and shaped to fit 

with the sociopolitical perspectives and opinions of those who provide it" 

(Adams & Schreibman, 1978, p. 199). Recognizing the media's use of this 

model might force journalists to strengthen their objectivity in reporting 

skills. 

Whatever criteria is used to determine news, it's important to 

understand the intricacies of how news is broadcast by television stations. 

Who makes the final decision to broadcast a story? How does a station's 
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format determine what news stories are broadcast? What are the outside 

forces that drive television news? What role does the assignment desk play 

in shaping news? 

TELEVISION NEWS ORGANIZATION OPERATIONS 

To begin, an examination of a television newsroom's personnel is 

necessary. Although eacJ;i station's personnel and responsibiliti.es may vary, 

there are some general positions and tasks every television news station 

implements. 

Station managers are generally considered the news organization's 

president, but typically~ station managers have little to do with the day to 

day news gathering. The news director is in control of all news broadcasts. 

Some of the many duties include directing the news anchors, deciding on 

the look of the set, ordering camera angles and determining the best time 

to switch cameras or roll video. In addition to these broadcast technical 

responsibilities. the news director must watch the station's ratings, make 

appropriate editorial changes and is ultimately responsible to the station 

manager. 
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Because of these many responsibilities, news directors don't keep 

their jobs very long. According to the Radio and Television News Directors 

Association, pressure to achieve high ratings often causes news directors to 

change their jobs an average of every 2.7 years (Postman, 1992). 

While the news director is responsible for the overall news operation, 

the news producer is in control of a specific news show or broadcast 

(Altheide, 1976). The news producer .. makes the key editorial decisions 

including when a story is aired, its length and position in the program" 

(Postman, 1992, p. 62). 

Next in µne is the assignment editor, who typically disseminates story 

assignments and coordinates shoot schedules. "All information concerning 

possible stories, as well as the locations of correspondents and crews, and 

programming needs, is funneled through the 'assignment desk'" (Epstein, 

1973, p.135). 

Since the assignment desk is the heart of a news station's information 

gathering, most pubic relations efforts, including VNR pitches, begin here. 

Although the assignment editor doesn't have a final say on what becomes a 

broadcast news story, the assignment editor can often stop a news pitch 

from becoming a broadcast story by simply choosing not to cover the 

proposed interview or event. 

So who answers to the assignment editor? .. While the news director, 

news producer and 'desk' run the operation, the soldiers of the newsroom 

are the reporters and the cameramen" (Altheide, 1976, p. 61). These 
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"soldiers .. are often disseminated according to their individual news 

gathering strengths and assigned appropriate stories or news beats. 

Although the news director. news producer. assignment editor. 

reporters and cameramen all play a role in shaping the news. a station's 

news format is often the guiding light in determining upon which stories to 

focus. 

Formats vary from show to show but each typically includes several 

aspects. A show's format calls for a determined length and a specified 

amount of local. national. sports weather or feature news (Altheide, 1976). 

If the news day is particularly slow. a producer can alter the format to 

accommodate. Often times. producers need filler stories and look to 

information sources to ftll the news void. Considering this frequent need. 

VNRs are often used as news supplements or time fillers. 

If the newsroom personnel and a news show's format all contribute to 

how news is gathered and broadcast, can any outside sources also affect the 

way news is broadcast? According to Altheide (1976) three other forces 

help to shape how television stations broadcast news. 

To Altheide, both commercialism and ratings are a driving force 

behind news broadcasts. Like all other programming, television news makes 

its money by selling commercial time during its broadcasts. If a news 

station's ratings are higher than its competition. then that station can, and 

usually does, raise its advertising rates. Since advertisers are eager to 
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promote their product during a widely-viewed broadcast. the stations can 

make more money by selling their "valuable time" at a high rate. 

But how do commercialism and ratings affect the news product? If 

profits propel a station. then the station must create a news product that 

ensures large viewer-ship and high ratings. Therefore. many stations often 

present the news stories they feel will attract viewers. Determining what 

these stories are can be difficult. Each market's news needs vary. News 

directors need to communicate with the community to find out what news 

criteria it wants. needs and deserves. 

Altheide feels media competition is the second major force that often 

drives television news (1976). If a news station doesn·t provide its market 

with the news it desires. the station's competition can gain an advantage. 

One way news stations compete with each other is by trying to break 

an original story. If a television station can scoop its competition. then it 

provides its viewers with a valuable reason to watch its programming. In 

this way. competing television news stations provide a newsworthy "check .. 

on each other (Altheide. 1976). 

Sometimes stations care little about the news value in a story. "It 

doesn't really matter what kind of news is broadcast." says a news reporter. 

"We could have the worst news. but all that really matters is how we look in 

the ratings" (Altheide. 1976. p. 54). 
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Another way stations compete is through their broadcast formats and 

style (Altheide, 1976). Television news stations carefully watch the 

competition's broadcasts to compare story coverage and placement, 

reporters' style and production techniques. It's typical to see many aspects 

of the highest rated news broadcasts copied and imitated by its competition. 

Altheide's final force that drives television news operations concerns 

the community (1976). A community's political environment and opinion 

leaders often contribute to the type of news coverage within a market. 

If a television news director and the city's mayor maintain a strong 

personal relationship. it's possible that the news director could broadcast 

stories that provide the mayor's version of an incident. In this way, the 

political and social environment within a community can shape a ielevision 

station's news content. Although potential biases are more likely to appear 

in editorials. the news content may also be affected. 

In addition to these "inner circle" relationships. a community as a 

whole may affect the news presented. If large community groups protest a 

story's coverage. or demand more news attention on a community issue. a 

television station may be prompted to respond. Since ratings drive the 

economic stability of a station, the station must listen to the news needs of 

its community, otherwise it will lose viewers and suffer low ratings. 

Although news content is often affected by a station's personnel, its 

broadcast format. commercialism, competition and its community, there is 

another significant force that has driven the news for decades - public 

relations. 
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Public relations agents and Journalists often agree that the real power 

lies in using the media to their fullest potential. Although public relations 

agents are often characterized as being media manipulators, much of their 

power lies in their ability to effectively use the media. 

Throughout histoiy, public relations practices have played an 

enormous role in shaping opinion and attitudes. In the 11th Century, Lady 

Godiva staged an event that won attention and success. Sympathizing with 

the overtaxed citizens of Coventiy, England, she tried to persuade her 

husband, the Earl, to reduce the city's taxes. When her arguments failed, 

she rode naked on a horse through the marketplace to win support and 

prove a point. Lady Godiva won her case when her husband later removed 

all tolls (Newsom, 1981). 

While Lady Godiva's case has been called extreme, it accurately 

represents the powerful presence of a public relations tactic in early histoiy. 

As public relations developed. it seemed to divide into three separate stages: 

manipulation; information; and mutual influence (Baskin & Aronoff, 1988). 

Manipulation involves using any means available to gain attention or to 

achieve a desired public action or response. In this public relations stage, 
~:,If""' 

manipulators use exaggeration, distortion and deception· to communicate 

with the public. This technique was most common to nineteenth-centuiy 
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press agents who were not afraid to embellish the truth. Phineas Taylor 

Barnum perhaps exemplifies the manipulating press agent the best. 

Often considered the master of press agentcy. P.T. Barnum promoted 

his circus attractions with endless imagination. Barnum's technique was to 

hype such attractions as midgets and mermaids by distorting the truth. He 

seldom cared whether his circus received positive or negative attention. as 

long as his name remained in the public's mind (Kokkeler. 1993). 

Unlike Barnum. many public relations practitioners are concerned 

with keeping a favorable image within the public. In the early 1900s. 

deception tactics were scorned as many businesses endured increasing 

criticism from the media (Newsom. 1981). Instead of manipulating the 

media. some practitioners saw the need for using the media to inform the 

public. These practitioners developed the information stage of public 

relations. 

In this second stage. public relations is seen as a resource for 

dispensing information to the public in hopes of achieving support, 

sympathy. understanding and patronage. Among the many publicity agents 

who worked during this stage, one man. Ivy Lee, rose to the top and is often 

called the father of public relations. 

Lee realized the importance of the truthful flow of information to the 

public. Marking the birth of an additional stage - the information stage. Lee 
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issued a Declaration of Principles (1906) to newspaper city editors: 

Our plan is, frankly and openly, on behalf of 
business concerns and public institutions, to 
supply to the press and public of the United 
States prompt and accurate information 
concerning subjects which it is of value and 
interest to the public to know about (Morse, 
1906, p.460). 

But merely supplying information to the press isn't enough. Lee 

believed that corporations' goals needed to be aligned with the public's 

expectations. To achieve effective public relations, Lee suggested that 

corporate performance must exemplify attempts to cooperate with public 

interest, and to provide -public information (Kokkeler, 1993). These 

sentiments pushed public relations into the third stage. 

As the act of providing information developed into the art of 

counseling management, the mutual influence and understanding stage was 

born. In the decade following 1910, public relations counselors taught 

corporations, "the nature and realities of public opinion and methods by 

which the organization can establish--policy, make decisions, and take action 

in light of public opinion," (Baskin & Aronoff, 1988, p. 28). As the American 

economy expanded during the 1920s, one man helped define this new role 

of public relations counselor. 

Edward L. Bernays taught the nation's first course in public relations, 

but he was mostly noted for his approach to public relations counseling 

(Wilcox, 1986). Among his many famous approaches to building image and 
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promoting corporations aligned with public interest. one example of 

Bernays' skills stood apart from the rest. In 1929, Bernays coordinated the 

Light's Golden Jubilee to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Edison's electric 

light bulb. On October 21, several of the world's utility plants simultaneously 

shut off the power for one minute in a worldwide-attention-getting display of 

honor. 

Bernays' orchestrated event showed the world the effectiveness of 

public relations in 1929. Today, public relations continues to develop. Son1e 

practitioners still use tactics from each stage. Public relations' essential 

roles may have changed little over the years, but the publicity tools and 

methods have developed dramatically. As they counsel clients, promote 

events and seek high-levels of publicity, PR fmns, specializing in counseling 

a vast array of clients, have dramatically increased in number. In keeping up 

with advancing technology, these firms have turned to new methods of 

gaining publicity through the media. Video has provided public relations 

practices considerable power in media manipulation. 

In selecting stories, news editors may have used newsworthiness 

criteria similar to Epstein's and Robinson's criteria during the manipulation, 

information and mutual influence stages of public relations. But today, an 

additional public relations tactic is practiced, the video news release. Not 

only are VNRs an increasingly popular public relations tool, but television 

news stations are using them as news segments in their broadcasts. 
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Not much more than fifteen years old, video news releases, or VNRs, 

emerged as the new kid on the broadcasting block. These subtly packaged 

television segments are flooding newsrooms and broadcast as part of regular 

television news programming (Lee, 1992). Their mere existence suggests 

many public relations agents need to use the broadcast medium for publicity. 

How are VNRs being used today? What are the methods of tracking 

their usage? What is the purpose behind their creation? Before these 

questions are answered, a brief history of the VNR is necessary. Then 

analysts can hypothesize about the future of VNRs, as well as the future of 

other possible public relations practices. 

As early as 1958, Nelson Rockefeller hired a video crew to tape his 

gubernatorial campaign speeches. As he traveled along the campaign trail, 

he distributed copies to television stations· (Medialink, 1991). Rockefeller 

hoped to bring his campaign to the media, instead of waiting for the media 

to notice his campaign. 

In the 1970s, electronic news gathering became more affordable and 

more portable. Delivery and duplication costs were reduced greatly when 

3/ 4 inch videotape became widely used by television stations. During this 

time, syndicated television entertainment grew more expensive. To combat 

this expense, network television stations pressured their advertising 

departments to make more money. As a result, newscasts grew in number 
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and length. While news directors demanded more news from a variety of 

sources, commercial vendors were more than happy to fill their broadcast 

air time (Honnert, 1989). By 1978 public relations firms were beginning to 

use VNRs on a regular basis (Medialink, 1991). 

News providers found that producing VNRs served two purposes 

(Davis, 1989). First, the news providers can offer news stations 

prepackaged, ready-to-air releases that may meet a station's newsworthiness 

criteria. In many cases, Journalists are willing to use them. This especially 

holds true for smaller news stations with inadequate resources to gather 

their own news. -rhey relish receiving information subsidies" 

(Graber, 1993, p. 127). 

The second purpose news providers serve is often considered self

serving. Most VNRs promote products, services and viewpoints of PR firms 

and their clients (Davis, 1989). When used as a regular part of a news 

broadcast, some VNRs can subtly tout almost anything in the unique disguise 

of an unbiased, newsworthy event. But some VNRs can also promote real

life, genuine events. 

What constitutes a VNR is often debated. ib.e problem is, people 

have different definitions of what they are," says David Bartlett, president of 

Radio and Television News Directors Association (Coe, 1993, p.17). To 

Bartlett, a VNR is the video equivalent of a written press release. It's 

.. anything distributed by anybody that suggests or offers a news story" (Coe. 

1993, p.17). 
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For viewers, telling the difference between a corporately created news 

story and a media generated story is often difficult. Exxon's recent VNR 

exemplifies these difficulties involved. 

After the disastrous oil spill of the tanker Exxon Valdez, Exxon joined 

the ranks of other firms trying to shape the coverage by producing its own 

VNR. Exxon distributed footage of a clean and peaceful Prince William 

Sound, a year and a half after 11 million gallons of oil flowed into the waters 

(Consumer Reports, 1991). 

In contrast to months of news stories depicting the damage done to 

the water, the wildlife and the shores, this VNR was a corporate creation. 

While the images presented may have been genuine, the angle presented 

reflected Exxon's public relations goals. By creating its own VNR, Exxon did 

not eliminate the media's chance to present an objective story, but it 

provided an opportunity for the media to avoid broadcasting such a story. 

Instead, Exxon's VNR was used as a part of stations' newscasts, mixed 

among station-produced material. Viewers could mistake this VNR as an 

objective, station-shot news story. This effort to publicize clean-up efforts 

demonstrates how firms can manipulate the media for their own purposes, if 

the media chooses to use the VNRs. 

This example may best illustrate the difference between news 

programming and VNR broadcasts. Whereas clean-up efforts were promoted 

by Exxon's VNR, most of the footage during the immediate stages of this 

disaster were not provided by VNRs. 
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But VNRs aren't always this conspicuous. When Odor-Eaters held its 

International Rotten Sneaker contest in 1990. it produced a VNR that never 

mentioned its shoe deodorizer product. However, conspicuous company 

logos were shown on t-shirts and caps, leaving little doubt as to who 

sponsored the event. Although it's unknown if the VNR is responsible for 

any increase in Odor-Eaters profits or increased content participation, 

more than 18 million viewers saw this VNR (Consumer Reports. 1991). 

In the broadcast medium. there is a fine line between advertising and 

public relations. Some analysts say VNRs can blur or, occasionally, cross that 

line. A 1987 James B. Beam Distilling Co. VNR illustrates this uneasy 

advertising/public relations relationship. 

To promote its use of U.S. grain, the James B. Beam Distilling Co. 

produced a patriotic VNR for its Jim Beam bourbon. Local news stations in 

40 cities broadcast this VNR as viewers watched workers loading cases of 

Jim Beam bourbon onto trucks. Because of network imposed restrictions 

and the U.S. Distilled Spirits Council guidelines, liquor producers cannot 

advertise on television (Consumer Reports, 1991). Therefore, viewers 

would never have witnessed this scene if it were a paid commercial 

advertisement. Instead, the James B. Beam Distilling Co. produced its own 

news story and broadcast its product into viewers' living rooms without 

paying any advertising fees.* 

• Author's note-- It should be noted here that no negativity is intended toward the stations that 
broadcast this VNR It is assumed that those stations broadcast this VNR because it met their 
criteria for newsworthiness. 
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This type of media manipulation provides fertile ground for ethical 

debates. While thousands of VNRs pour into news stations each year. 

advocates and opponents argue as to their motives. 

"Our job is to deliver a specific message. to create an awareness and 

change people's perception." says Caren Kagan. president of the 

Broadcasting Center in Washington. D.C .• a public relations firm specializing 

in VNRs. "The intent is to generate media coverage and give the media an 

idea of how to report the story" (Davis. 1989. p.6). 

Todd Gitlin disagrees. "Ifs appalling." he says. "Most local news is 

simply a matter of reporters going to the obvious sources and accepting 

what's spoon-fed. -- But this is one more step on the slippery slope to 

accepting someone else's prefab news blip" (Lee & Solomon. 1992. p.65). 

While this debate is likely to continue. one thing remains certain -

VNRs are being used in mass numbers. According to a 1992 Nielsen Media 

Research survey, approximately 500 VNRs were produced yearly during the 

mid-1980s. More than 4,000 were produced in 1992. In addition, 100 

percent of television newsrooms say they use VNRs in their newscasts with 

73 percent reporting they use up to ten each month (Medialink, 1992). 

"VNRs are truly mainstream now," say Nick Peters, Vice President of 

Operations at Medialink, the world's largest distributor of public relations 

video. He attributes VNR success to. "improved story quality, increased 

awareness to the needs of news directors. and improved production and 

distribution. VNRs are now a staple of American newscasts" (Medialink, 

1993). 
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So where exactly are these television news staples coming from? 

According to Medialink, the VNR production field is equally divided (1993). 

Independent companies, public relations firms, corporations and the U.S. 

government all share a 25 percent claim in VNR production. 

Although the ethical debate over VNRs may continue, most public 

relations agents and news directors realize the importance of their 

professional relationship with each other. "The increasing use of VNRs 

reflects a growing interdependency between television news and public 

relations," says David Drobis, CEO of Ketchum Public Relations in Pittsburgh 

(Drobis, 1992, p.17). Professional communicators have the opportunity to 

share messages with mass audiences. Drobis believes this privilege also 

carries a responsibility of credibility. 

Public relations agents have long served as facilitators of the media, 

helping journalists gather B-roll (supplemental video), check facts and 

supply them with valuable interviews and contacts (Drobis,1992). Although 

these duties continue, some agents' roles have changed with the advent of 

VNRs, requiring knowledge of video public relations. 

But do VNRs hold any advantages over standard public relations 

practices? Are VNRs used along with standard public relations tactics? Why 

are public relations companies producing VNRs? 

If they are well-produced and effectively distributed, VNRs can reach 

huge audiences. Some of the most successful VNRs have reached audiences 

of almost 80 million viewers (Lukovitz, 1989). 
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Cost may be another advantage for VNR producers. With average 

production costs ranging from $5,000 to $15,000. VNRs are a steal 

compared to an estimated $100.000 per minute of prime time commercial 

advertising (Davis. 1989). 

Not only are they cost-effective. but they may also hold more 

credibility because of the context in which they're seen. "Since they're on 

the news. people tend to believe them more ... says VNR producer Dick 

Reizner. -rhey think ifs part of the newscast" (Davis. 1989, p.6). 

But VNRs have come under as much criticism as they have received 

praise. Toe disadvantages of VNRs may be as varied as the advantages. 

Perhaps the main criticism of VNRs in the past may recently have 

been resolved. Monitoring and tracking the usage of VNRs by television 

stations were unreliable, if not nonexistent. One problem with inaccurate 

tracking allowed stations to re-broadcast VNRs in other contexts. The 

dangers of misrepresentation were very real. 

VNRs of the past rarely contained any legal restrictions on usage. 

Many were labeled "For free and unrestricted uses" (Rubin. 1989). Void of 

any responsibility for misrepresentation. stations were given free rein on 

how they used VNRs. For example. if a television station needed to run 

some B-roll of a physician for a story on sexual harassment of patients by 

physicians. they were more than free to run any portion of a hospital's VNR. 

Toe implications of showing an esteemed male physician performing an 

exam on a woman could be great if the story involves harassment. In this 
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case. any VNR showing st01y-related video would be free game for news 

stations. Although most television news stations are aware of the defamation 

issues this type of story implies. many VNRs remain available for free and 

unrestricted use. 

But today. after three years of testing. an electronic monitoring system 

placed on VNRs may reduce the cases of proposed misuse by tracking usage 

frequency. Nielsen Media Research developed SIGMA and offers its service 

to all VNR distributors. SIGMA reduces the number of human errors by 

electronically reading a coding device placed on VNRs. If all or any part of a 

VNR is played. the decoder reports the day. time and station which aired 

the VNR (Shell. 1991b). 

"It's the first time ever that there's been an independent way to verify 

video news release usage ... says Daniel Johnson. president of DWJ. "The 

great thing is that this great electronic eye does all the work" (Shell, 1991b, 

p.23). 

Knowing their specific broadcast success rate, VNR producers can 

provide their clients with accurate information regarding stations· usage of 

their VNR. Through this electronic tracking information. Johnson 

discovered that 100 percent of DWJ's VNRs were broadcast by at least one 

station in 1993 (Johnson. 1994). 

As previOusiy mentioned, the greatest complaints charge that VNRs 

blur the line between advertising and publicity. In order to combat this 

controversy, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has examined the 
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usage of VNRs by pharmaceutical companies and demanded greater control 

over content. 

Toe FDA may have set a precedent for other agencies when it issued a 

letter to pharmaceutical companies stating VNRs must be submitted to it for 

review. This action allows the FDA to scrutinize any claims made on drugs 

before deceptive advertising law suits could be filed against it (Shell, 1991a). 

VIDEO NEWS RELEASES AND NEWS CRITERIA 

But how are VNRs judged, based on news criteria? Epstein's and 

Robinson's suggested news criteria may play a vital role in how VNRs are 

used. By looking at each researcher's criteria, additional advantages and 

disadvantages of VNRs may arise in the following manner. 

Epstein's emphasis on newsworthiness and individual prominence 

could give today's VNRs a greater chance for success. If VNR producers can 

gain access to news makers that smaller stations normally couldn't 

interview, those VNRs may be more likely to be broadcast. Although smaller 

market news stations have access to a great many news sources, VNRs often 

remain a viable alternative to using other sources. 

Predictability and time considerations are criteria VNR producers may 

use to their benefit. If these producers can establish regular communication 

with television stations, it would be possible to give stations an advance 
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warning of soon-to-arrive VNRs. By expecting a unique or interesting VNR. 

news editors have ample time to plan schedules in advance. allowing for a 

greater chance that an exciting VNR would be broadcast. 

But poor production quality or lack of real newsworthiness can limit a 

news station's use of VNRs. If a VNR lacks great "film" value. most editors 

will disregard it. In addition. many VNRs only carry the client's 

perspective on a story. This bias often leaves a television news station with 

little choice but to cover the story itself. Even if a VNR airs. it will most 

likely never be headline news (Shell, 1991a). 

Epstein's idea of attaining geographic balance can easily be achieved by 

VNRs. In fact, most VNR producers claim a great advantage to VNRs are 

their ability to cover stories outside of many stations' geographic news 

gathering range. 

Closely related to Epstein's concerns over preferential treatment in 

the news room is the issue of public relations agent/journalist relationships. 

Although many stations are anxious to receive prefabricated news, most 

desire some control over sources and footage. Some reporters worry that 

firms could use VNRs as an alternative to building source/reporter 

relationships (Davis, 1989). 
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Considering Epstein's news criteria, in many cases VNRs could fare 

quite well. But what kind of success could VNRs achieve under Robinson's 

four news criteria? 

Like Epstein's newsworthiness model, Robinson agrees that 

journalists are usually committed to presenting the most newsworthy 

material possible. In order to be successful then, VNR producers need to 

think like reporters when determining possible VNR stories to produce. 

Robinson's reality interpretation may send another warning to VNR 

producers. These producers need to accurately represent a news story, 

instead of merely promoting or touting a client's product or service. If 

VNRs become too self-serving or client oriented, they stand little chance for 

broadcast success. 

VNRs. however, may achieve greater success when considering 

Robinson's collage interpretation. VNR producers realize the ability they 

have to send news stations a wide variety of stories, topic and features. This 

collage of news items is the varied material that stations often thrive upon. 

Finally, Robinson's attitudinal-political perspective of news may treat 

VNRs no differently than other public relations tactics. If a VNR producer 

sends a VNR to a news editor that supports the editor's political or social 

philosophies, it could stand a greater chance for broadcast than a VNR that 

challenges the editor's attitudes or beliefs. Considering this model gives 

VNRs little advantage over other means for gaining news coverage. 
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As a new public relations practice. VNRs have only recently begun to 

merit research. The majority of VNR research examines regulation. 

monitoring, distribution and production processes. 

This study, however, examines the intentions of VNR producers. It 

also examines the expectations of television news assignment editors, using 

Epstein's and Robinson's framework. In so doing, this study contributes to 

the research of this rapidly growing public relations practice. 

Before conclusions can be made and trends can be analyzed. a closer 

look at the data is necessary in order to fully understand the VNR 

producers· intentions and the assignment editors· expectations. Chapter 3 

provides the detailed data necessary to analyze and interpret the study's 

implications. 
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As mentioned previously, this study divides the data collection into 

two parts - video news release producers and Wisconsin television 

assignment editors. In January and early February of 1994, data was 

collected through phone interviews. Nine Wisconsin assignment editors 

were interviewed before the three video news release producers were 

interviewed. In all but two cases, each respondent agreed to be recorded 

for detailed note-taking purposes. After each interview, a written transcript 

was created and used for comparison with other interview transcripts. 

To achieve consistency in presentation, each data presentation section 

is organized to describe responses in the following areas: 

PART I: VNR PRODUCERS 

• Operations - responses indicate staff size. staff professional history 

and typical VNR topics generated. 

• Clients and Control - responses describe the actual process of 

creating a VNR and the amount of control VNR producers 

possess in comparison with their clients. 
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• Distribution - responses quantify how many VNRs are distributed on 

a monthly basis. when they are distributed and the frequency of 

Wisconsin VNR send-outs. Responses also describe the typical 

methods of distribution and the process and methods for 

contacting the media to pitch a VNR topic. 

• Broadcast VNR Success Rates - responses quantify the amount of 

VNRs believed to be broadcast by a station. 

• Newsroom practices - responses indicate estimations of how news 

stations use VNRs. Estimations include: how often news stations 

edit VNRs; how often news stations use VNRs as ftle footage; and 

how often news stations send VNRs as a means of sparking 

interest in a story. Respondents also rate their relationships 

with assignment editors and estimate who makes the final 

decision to use a VNR. 

• Newsworthiness issues - responses indicate potential differences 

between news criteria and VNR news criteria. Specifically. 

respondents estimate the newsworthiness criteria they believe 

news stations use when evaluating a VNR. They also provide 

reasons they believe a station would and would not use a VNR. 

Finally, the VNR producers report how frequently they would 

reject a cli~!lfs-VNR proposal based on newsworthiness. 
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PART II: WISCONSIN TELEVISION NEWS STATION 

ASSIGNMENT EDITORS 

• Operations - responses indicate staff size. 

• Clients and Control - responses indicate estimations of the amount 

of control possessed by VNR producers and their clients. 

• Reception - responses quantify how many VNRs are received on 

a monthly basis and the typical topics received. Responses also 

describe the pref erred methods of reception. 

• Broadcast VNR Success Rates - responses quantify the amount of 

VNRs actually broadcast by each station and offer usage 

comparisons with competing stations within the same market. 

Respondents also reveal possible broadcasting preferences based 

on the time of year. 

• Newsroom practices - responses indicate how news stations 

reportedly use VNRs. Responses include: how often news 

stations edit VNRs; how often news stations use VNRs as file 

footage: and how often news stations use VNRs as springboards 

for localizing their own story. Respondents also rate their 

relationships with video news release producers and reveal 

whom reportedly makes the final decision to use a VNR. 
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• Newsworthiness issues - responses indicate potential differences 

between news criteria and VNR news criteria. Specifically, 

respondents reveal the newsworthiness criteria they use when 

evaluating news stories and VNRs. Respondents also rate the 

newsworthiness quality and production quality of most VNRs 

they receive. They also provide main reasons for broadcasting a 

VNR and for not broadcasting a VNR. 

RESULTS 

PART I: VNR PRODUCERS 

This portion of the study achieves a I 00 percent response rate from 

the three video news release producers targeted. As noted earlier, Orbis 

News, 1992's third top money-making video firm, declines to participate 

and is replaced with On the Scene Productions, 1992's fourth top money

making video firm. 

Dan Johnson, founder and president of DWJ, represents his company 

from its New York office; Sally Jewett, president of On the Scene 

Productions, answers questions from the Los Angeles office; and John 

Summerlin, West Glen senior vice president of production, responds from 

the New York office. Summerlin defers all distribution questions to Annette 

Minkalis, West Glen senior vice president of distribution. 
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Each VNR producer reports an average of 13 staff members whom 

work with clients on VNR conception and production. However, each VNR 

producer reports a varied number of employees who had previous careers in 

public relations or broadcast news (see Appendix 4, Table 1). 

Most of DWJ·s employees, 75 percent, come from the broadcast news 

industry (Johnson, 1994). Sally Jewett, president of On the Scene, says 

one-third of her staff had previous public relations or broadcast news 
{ 

experience (Jewett. 1994). West Glen, however, reports no employees with 

previous public relations or broadcast news experience (Summerlin, 1994). 

Each VNR producer reportedly produces several main topfos (see 

Appendix 4, Table 2). Medical, consumer information, entertainment, 

publishing and sports VNRs are common topics. All three producers 

produce consumer informational and medically-related VNRs. 

Although these topics are the most common, these VNR producers 

indicate that their topics frequently change. As world trends change, these 

producers react to reflect the times. ..We have done everything from high 

technology, to a toothbrush that changes color after you use it for two 

minutes," says Johnson ... We are very wide ranging and would have to be -

the news agenda is always changing" (Johnson, 1994). 
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What steps comprise the process of creating. producing and 

distributing VNRs? For DWJ. the process includes many tactics (Johnson. 

1994). 

At DWJ. teams of two to four people work with the clients to produce 

a VNR. According to Johnson. a client begins with a product. service or 

issue it wants broadcast on television. In order to achieve broadcast success, 

DWJ's producers are told to ask themselves. "'Why in the world would 

somebody put this in a television newscast?' " 

After a VNR producer has written a script to answer that question. the 

producer will. shoot and edit the VNR as approved by the client. Clients are 

also given the opportunity to suggest distribution preferences. "Then we 

will begin the process of selling the story." says Johnson. 

But before the story is pitched to the media. the VNR producers often 

work through obstacles with their clients. Control is often a big issue with 

some clients (Johnson. 1994). 

Who has more control in VNR conception and production? Which 

aspects of control do the clients and producers wield? On the Scene 

reports havingfairly strong conception and production control, but West 

Glen considers itself to have strong controL 
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"We know what stations want and clients usually hire us for that 

expertise," says vice president of production John Summerlin. Yet 

Summerlin does concede that West Glen clients play a prominent role in the 

development of VNRs. "(The client] controls how much product we need to 

see. That's probably the biggest bone of contention. They usually want 

more, we usually want less." 

Summerlin describes the entire VNR production effort as "a 

collaboration of their interests versus what we know will get aired." West 

Glen initiates and writes the scripts and directs the production shoots. but 

the client has the final control over the script and the edit. 

DWJ agrees with West Glen concerning final control, but Johnson 

refrains from categorizing the amount of control DWJ has over its clients. 

-rhe client's the one paying the bill. In this world, if you're paying the bill 

you have the corttrol" (Johnson. 1994). 

DISTRIBUTION 

On the average. these VNR producers distribute eight VNRs each 

month. DWJ sends between 11-15 VNRs each month and West Glen 

distributes 5-10 each month. But On the Scene reportedly distributes less 

than five VNRs each month. 
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"We really don·t do many VNRs anymore. We consider it a waste of 

clients· money. It is not a cost-effective approach if your goal is simply to 

get the material on the air .. (Jewett. 1994). 

Instead. Jewett sees the future of video public relations moving toward 

video highlight packages-- video packages of sound bytes and B-roll. without 

the narration and prepackaged story qualities of VNRs. On the Scene 

distributes video highlights packages four-to-five times each week.* 

"When you·re an editor in a newsroom ifs much easier to put 

something together from unedited footage--which is what video highlights 

are," says Jewett. "It's much more di-fllcult as an editor to take apart 

something that is fmished. We were Just making editors Jobs more difficult 

by providing them the video news release. And thaf s the last thing in the 

world we want to do." 

Both methods of VNRs distribution, satellite feeds and hard copy 

send-outs. seem to be equally implemented by all three VNR producers. 

Only West Glen claims a slight preference for sending hard copies. citing 

newsroom convenience and ease as main reasons. When asked if they are 

more likely to distribute a VNR during a particular time of year, all three 

VNR producers indicate no particular time or season existed. 

• Author's note -- It should be noted here that although Jewett makes a distinction between 
VNRs and video highlights packages, not every-one acknowledges a difference. As previously 
noted, Bartlett, president of Radio and Television News Directors Association, describes a VNR 
as "anything distributed that suggests or offers a news story" (Coe. 17). For the purposes of this 
study, and 1n agreement with Bartlett's views. Jewett's video highlights packages will be 
considered less formal versions of VNRs. 
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When asked how often each producer distributes VNRs to Wisconsin 

markets, the respondents. indicate frequent send-outs to Wisconsin ... We're 

typically distributing VNRs to the Top 30 markets, .. says Jewett. She 

estimated On the Scene distributes VNRs to Milwaukee's market (Arbitron 

rated #29) 75 percent of the time. 

What methods do VNR producers use to contact news stations to pitch 

their VNRs? All three VNR producers implement varied methods, but each 

producer shares some common practices. 

Phone calls and faxes are the most popular contact methods for these 

VNR producers (see Appendix 5, Table 3). Although each producer uses 

these methods, their reported frequency differs greatly. West Glen reports a 

disdain for frequent phone calls while DWJ practices, .. telephoning, 

telephoning and telephoning again" (Johnson, 1994) . 

.. We try very hard to get our contacts to feel that our stuff is worth 

looking at, .. says Johnson. And that's half the battle. If some news person 

will look at our stuff there's a very good chance they're going to air it. 

Obviously if they don't look at it there's no chance." 

Johnson also hopes th~t DWJ's VNRs can achieve a sense of brand 

recognition with newsroom personnel. "'The brand recognition we want 

with assignment' desk people and producers is to know that anything we put 

out is at least worth looking at" (Johnson, 1994). 

On the Scene often practices a combination of telephoning and faxing . 

.. We'll do one-on-one pitching to sometimes the client's most important 

market, and send the broadcast fax to the secondary markets. It depends 
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on the story. If it's a high-profile sports figure or celebrity, sometimes the 

broadcast fax is very effective. But when it's a story that requires a little 

more of an explanation or a pitch. then we strongly recommend that we get 

on the phone and pitch it" (Jewett. 1994). 

BROADCASTED VNR SUCCESS 

When asked how many of their VNRs are broadcast by news stations 

each-month. all three producers claim 100 percent success. "We don't do a 

VNR that doesn't get on the air." says Johnson ... Virtually every station in 

the country ran at least a piece of one of our VNRs last year" (Johnson, 

1994). 

Summerlin. however. sees a trend in West Glen's VNR broadcasted 

success. "In the higher markets they play portions and the lower you go 

down. the more they're apt to use the whole thing" (Summerlin. 1994). 

ESTIMATIONS OF NEWSROOM PRACTICES 

How do these VNRs producers think their VNRs are being used by 

most television stations? Do they think most VNRs are edited. or used in 

their entirety? Do they think most VNRs are used once or stored for later 
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use as ftle footage? Who do they think makes the final decision to use 

VNRs? How do these estimations compare with the VNR producers' 

intentions? 

DWJ and West Glen both indicate that news stations sometimes 

broadcast station-edited versions of their VNRs. On the Scene. however. felt 

news stations almost always broadcast edited versions. 

Johnson claims that more than half of the stations broadcasting DWJ's 

VNRs use unedited versions. West Glen cites market size as a factor in 

determining how often VNRs are edited. indicating fewer edits in smaller 

markets. 

All three producers agree that news stations sometimes save their 

VNRs and use them later for ftle footage. Many news stations' business or 

health reporters save VNRs for their beats, but show producers only save 

"evergreen" VNRs to fill a show when needed (Johnson, 1994). 

Perhaps the most division among the VNR producers is evidenced in 

their responses to their VNR intentions. Each producer gives varied 

answers when asked if they ever send a VNR as a means of sparking interest 

in a product or a client. 

DWJ responds sometimes. "Certainly if we're going after networks," 

says Johnson. On the Scene responds never. claiming its purpose is to get 

the VNR itself on the air. But West Glen says it almost always sends VNR to 

prompt further attention from local media. 
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"Basically all VNRs are to spark an idea ... says Minkalis. West Glen 

senior vice president for distribution. "The VNR is the means to give the 

news director a completed story. Ifs the same thing as the printed press 

release when they're sent out to the print media. They can either use the 

release intact or they can go out and cover it themselves" (Minkalis. 1994). 

When asked who typically makes the final decision to broadcast a VNR. 

all three VNR producers feel that news stations· decision makers vary from 

day to day. "It's hard to say because different stations, different market 

sizes have different people doing jobs ... says Minkalis (1994). She agrees. 

however. that it could be any one of the three positions indicated in the 

survey--news director. assignment editor or news producer. Only On the 

Scene feels strongly that a news producer usually makes the VNR broadcast 

decision. 

Finally. On the Scene and West Glen both describe their relationship 

with newsroom contacts as excellent. "We [West Glen] try to be respectful of 

them ... says Minkalis. "If we're following-up on stories that were sent. we 

try to follow-up on more than one - as opposed to calling them four times. 

We'll try to streamline their work .. {Minkalis. 1994). 

DWJ describes its relationship with newsroom personnel as good. 

"We [DWJ] have people who have been talking to people in stations. some of 

them for as long as 10 years ... says Johnson. "So you have some very good 

relationships. and some o.k. relationships ... 
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A news station·s newsworthiness criteria play a vital role in 

determining VNR usage, yet these three VNR producers don·t feel most 

station·s criteria change when stations consider broadcasting VNRs. When 

asked what newsworthiness criteria they feel plays a role in how stations 

determine VNR usage. DWJ and On the Scene both think VNRs often 

receive similar treatment as other news sources. 

"I don't think that producers typically make a distinction between the 

electronic publicity that we [On the Scene] provide them or footage they 

shoot themselves." says Jewett. "I don·t think they provide any different 

news distinction. If we provide something they think is newsworthy, 

they·re very likely to use it. and if we don•t. they don·t" (Jewett, 1994). 

Johnson, of DWJ. agrees with Jewetfs view. "I don·t know that 

anybody has ever really gotten inside the mind of a producer and said why 

they put [a particular news story] on the air," he says. "But there are a lot of 

different factors--and I don·t think they use a different factor with a video 

news release" (Johnson. 1994). 

Johnson would like stations· news criteria to be consistent without 

giving VNR special treatment or consideration. In this way. their VNRs are 

considered in the same way as any other news source. 
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"I don't want them to look at it differently, because if anything, a 

VNR's got a red flag. I want them to evaluate [our VNRs] the same way the 

same way they'd evaluate any other story" (Johnson. 1994). 

West Glen, however, feels some factors do play a role in a news 

station's VNR newsworthiness criteria that differ from its standard news 

criteria. If a news station can't shoot a story on its own, the value of the 

VNR increases - as does the possibility of a station broadcasting that VNR. 

In addition. West Glen feels that stations more critically scrutinize the 

relevance level of VNRs within the station's local market. If the VNR is 

pertinent to the station's market, it stands a better chance of being 

broadcast. 

Specific reasons for or against broadcasting a VNR may vru:y, but these 

three VNR producers offer similar reasons why they think stations choose to 

broadcast or not broadcast a VNR. 

What is a main reason why news stations broadcast a particular VNR? 

"Hopefully they see news value in it, but if not then they're using it as filler" 

(Summerlin, 1994). To be more specific. these three VNR producers feel 

that overall news value, rare B-roll and spokespeople, and time filler aspects 

all contribute to main reasons why news stations would broadcast a VNR 

(See Appendix 5, Table 4). 

Two of the three VNR producers agree that news value is often a main 

reason for broadcasting a VNR. In addition, only West Glen offers more than 

one main reason, citing a VNR's time-filling abilities as a possible reason for 

broadcast success. 
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If these reasons contribute to a VNR·s success. then what are some 

main reasons why news stations do NOT broadcast a particular VNR? All 

three VNR producers agree on one possible reason. 

"'Ibey wouldn•t use them because they•re commercial" (Johnson. 

1994). 

West Glen, in fact, is so aware of this potential problem that it has 

developed a mandate to reduce the potentially commercial qualities of its 

VNRs. 

"We don·t show the product and mention it by name at the same 

time," says Minkalis. 'ibat simultaneous visual and audio mention of the 

client constitutes a commercial in our books." 

Other responses given for unsuccessful VNRs include VNRs without 

audience or market relevance and overall non-newsworthy VNRs (see 

Appendix 6, Table 5). 

How often do VNR producers reject a client's VNR proposal based on 

a perceived lack of newsworthiness? According to two of these three 

producers. it happens sometimes. On the Scene and West Glen sometimes 

reject VNR proposals if the client's ideas lack necessary news qualities to 

gain media attention. But West Glen often tries to work with the clienf s 

ideas in order to make them worthy of broadcast time. "We·d rather not 

lose a sale if ifs just a matter of talking them through it" (Summerlin, 

1994). 
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Johnson, of DWJ, agrees. He says DWJ never rejects any client's 

proposal based on lack of newsworthiness. 

"The difference in what we do is we'll take the client's marketing 

objective or communication objective and we will tum it into a television 

news story, if it isn't to start" (Johnson, 1994). 

To provide an example of this process, Johnson explains how a 

ketchup company wanted to produce a VNR on its availability in a plastic 

bottle. 

"Well that's not a story," says Johnson ... But what IS a story is the fact 

that at this time there's a hot trend in packaging for consumers that would 

benefit consumers, because plastic containers are unbreakable and easy to 

carry" (Johnson, 1994). 

DWJ found an expert to substantiate this trend and produced a VNR 

about the plastic container trend, giving their ketchup client prominent 

video time. 

"So we didn't reject their message," he says. "We rejected the 

approach they wanted and proposed a news approach." 
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PART II - WISCONSIN TELEVISION ASSIGNMENT EDITORS 

So how do Wisconsin television news assignment editors reportedly 

use video news releases? Do they relish these "information subsidies" or do 

they see them as Just another PR tactic? 

This portion of the study also obtains a I 00 percent response rate as 

nine different network-affiliated stations participate in the telephone survey. 

Representatives for the following markets include: 

Milwaukee Market (Arbitron ranked #29) 
Mark Parikka Assignment editor 
Bruce Nason Assignment editor 
Karen Garvin Assignment editor 

WISN 
WITI 
WTMJ 

Green Bay/Appleton Market (Arbitron ranked #651 

ABC 
CBS 
NBC 

Herman Ward Assignment editor WBAY ABC 
Mark Vittorio Assignment editor WFRV CBS 
Mark Krueger Assignment editor WLUK NBC 

Wausau/Rhinelander Market {Arbitron ranked # 132) 
Julie Buss Assignment editor WAOW ABC 
Joe Vandelaarschot Assignment editor WSAW CBS 
Al Quartermont Assignment editor WJFW NBC 
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All three markets combined report an average news gathering staff of 

26 people. Separately, the Milwaukee market stations report an average 

staff of 30 people, while the Green Bay/ Appleton market average 33 news 

gatherers. Wausau's stations report 14 employees, the smallest number of 

news gathering personnel. 

ESTIMATIONS OF VNR CLIENTS & CONTROL 

Estimating the type of relationship VNR producers have with their 

clients proves difficult for these Wisconsin assignment editors. When asked 

what kind of control they think VNR producers have over their clients. most 

guess while one Green Bay/ Appleton station refuses to speculate. Of the 

eight stations responding, 62.5 percent think that VNR producers and their 

clients share equal control in conception and production. 25 percent think 

VNR producers wielded fairly weak control and only one station thinks that 

VNR producers have fairly strong control. 

Two of the three Milwaukee and Wausau/Rhinelander stations agree 

that control is shared equally. but Wausau's WAOW explains why it feels VNR 

producers have weak control. 
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"The nature of a lot of [VNRs] are blatantly commercial," says Buss. 

She believes that the client's commercial purpose tends to outweigh the 

VNR producers' intentions of creating a genuine news story. ..I don't think 

a client's goal is to provide a newsworthy story. rather. they want to sell 

products" (Buss. 1994). 

RECEPTION 

How many VNRs do these Wisconsin stations receive each month? 

Most of these stations reportedly receive between 15-20 VNRs each month. 

33 percent reportedly receive less than 15, and 22 percent reportedly 

receive more than 30VNRs (see Appendix 6, Table 6). 

Although these markets reportedly receive varying numbers of VNRs 

each month, many of the assignment editors report their stations have the 

opportunity to receive many more VNRs than they actually take in. Most of 

the stations reportedly receive numerous faxes. press releases and satellite 

notices regarding available VNRs daily . 

.. We're absolutely flooded with VNR requests," says Buss. "We average 

between eight and ten a day." 

What types of VNR topics do these stations commonly receive? This 

question achieves less than a 100 percent response rate as two assignment 

editors couldn't accurately estimate the amount of VNRs received for each 

topic. But according to the responding assignment editors. all but one of 
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these Wisconsin stations most often receive medical related VNRs. with 

most stations reporting 5-10 medical VNRs received each month. 

Entertainment. new product information. sports and environmental VNRs 

comprise the remaining topics most-often received monthly (see Appendix 

7, Table 7). 

Some respondents provide some insights_ into why medical and 

entertainment VNRs are most often received. Many assignment editors 

indicate that medical facilities often restrict press photographers from 

shooting on-site footage. These restrictions often contribute to a newsroom 

shortage of medical B-roll. Therefore. any prepackaged video that could 

enhance a local medical story is usually welcomed by television stations. "Of 

the [VNRs] we use. about 80 or 90 percent are medical ... says Quartermont. 

Stations that receive high numbers of entertainment VNRs usually 

feature entertainment news segments. According to Nason (1994). WITI 

receives between 16-20 entertainment VNRs because it employs an 

entertainment reporter and movie reviewer. 

Is there a method of VNR reception these assignment editors prefer? 

When asked. these editors are equally divided. Although WFRV claims to 

have a policy restricting any use of VNRs. 50 percent of the remaining eight 

stations prefer to receive VNRs via direct satellite feed. while 50 percent 

pref er receiving hard copies. 

All three stations in the Wausau/Rhinelander market. the smallest 

market surveyed. prefer to receive hard copies. "There's a selfish reason 
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for that." says Quartermont. "We've got a budget that's very minimal and a 

lot of times we can use the tape they sent us" (Quartennont. 1994). 

In addition to valuable. reusable cassette tapes, another 

Wausau/Rhinelander station provides an additional reason for the hard copy 

preference. Citing occasional technical troubles. WSAW's Vandelaarschot 

says. "To be honest. sometimes we can't get the feed"(l994). 

But 66 percent of the Milwaukee market stations prefer to receive 

VNRs via direct satellite feed. These stations feel that hard copy VNRs are 

not as timely as satellite feed VNRs and that direct-feed information is 

easier to use in their specific news format. 

BROADCASTED VNRs -- SUCCESS RATES AND REASONS 

If 44 percent of these Wisconsin stations reportedly receive between 

15-20 VNRs each month, how many VNRs do they actually broadcast each 

month? According to the respondents. 88 percent reportedly broadcast 

less than 5 VNRs each month. while only one station claimed to broadcast 

between 5-lOVNRs monthly. 

Although most stations admit to occasionally broadcasting a VNR, one 

station says it has never broadcast a VNR. Green Bay/ Appleton's CBS 

affiliate. WFRV. claims to have enforced a "No VNR" policy "since the 
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station was founded," says Vittorio (1994). ..I don't know why," he says, 

.. but we just have never used them." 

Milwaukee's stations provide more specific responses. WfMJ's Garvin 

says, "Ten percent of the video material that's on our air is from VNRs" 

( 1994). WISN also provides a possible reason for using fewer VNRs than it 

receives. "We have a large enough staff that we don't rely on other outside 

sources," says Parikka ... You might find [increased usage] with a smaller 

station. They don't have the large staff, so they use VNRs" (1994). 

Although the smaller stations' responses don't indicate substantially 

higher VNR usage than the larger stations, WJFW's Quartermont agrees 

(1994). 

rhey're beneficial to a smaller newsroom like we have," he says. ..We 

don't always have the staff or the story content to do a whole half hour. 

They're kind of like a crutch" (Quartermont, 1994). 

When asked to compare its station's VNR usage with its market 

competition, WJFVv is the only station that believes its usage is more 

frequent than the competition's. Equally divided. the other eight stations 

feel their VNR usage is equal or less frequent than their competition's. 

Although 88 percent of the stations previously reported broadcasting less 

than 5 VNRs monthly, WJFVv is not the station that reportedly broadcasts 

between 5-10 VNRs each month. Wausau's WAOW reportedly broadcasts 5-

10 VNRs monthly, but believes its usage is equal to its competition. 

According to these assignment editors, 56 percent feel that no 

particular time exists when their station is most likely to broadcast a VNR. 
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But when pressed, two Wausau stations say they may be more likely to use a 

VNR between December and February , during winter months and holidays. 

"It seems the week between Christmas and New Year's there's hardly 

anything happening," says Quartermont (1994). Another Wausau station 

agrees. "It's a slower time of the year." says Vandelaarschot (1994). 

ACTUAL NEWSROOM PRACTICES 

Although 88 percent of these Wisconsin assignment editors broadcast 

less than five VNRs each month. how much of the VNRs do they use? How 

often do they broadcast an edited version of VNRs? 

Of the eight respondents who reportedly broadcast VNRs, 50 percent 

say they almost always use an edited version, and 37 .5 percent report they 

always use an edited version. 

"We don't air any complete VNRs," says WBAY's Ward (1994). "We pull 

pieces if we need it." 

A Wausau station, however, reports it sometimes broadcasts edited 

versions. WAOW's Buss says, "Generally we run [VNRs] intact." As previously 

noted, WAOW was also the only station interviewed that admits to 

broadcasting between 5-10 VNRs each month, while the other eight stations 

report using less than five each month. 

Although these stations· responses are fairly similar. more variance is 

discovered when stations are asked to report how often they save VNRs to 
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be used later as file footage. In response. three stations say they do 

sometimes. two stations say they do almost always. two stations say they do 

almost never and two stations say they never save VNRs for file footage. 

Two of Milwaukee's three stations report they almost never save VNRs 

for ftle footage. while the smaller markets. Wausau/Rhinelander and Green 

Bay/ Appleton. each has a station claiming to almost always save VNRs for ftle 

footage . 

.. If there's some good file footage. we might just keep the tape ... says 

Quartermont ( 1994). .. A lot of times we'll just take the tape and use it for 

other things as well ... 

According to these assignment editors, VNRs serve another purpose 

beyond providing ftle footage for later usage. Five of the nine editors (55 

percent) say they sometimes use VNRs as a springboard for shooting 

localized stories. This response is most common in the Wausau/Rhinelander 

and Green Bay/ Appleton markets. as two stations each reportedly practice 

this tactic . 

.. If there's a hot topic. we may use them for ideas." says Vittorio 

(1994) ... Something that we can spin locally. we might use it as an idea or 

springboard. rather than using any video out of it." 

But two of the three Milwaukee market stations say they almost never 

use VNRs as story springboards. These editors feel they have enough 

newsworthy material generated in their market. that they don't need the 

story ideas provided by many VNRs. 
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In total, 33 percent report they alrrwst never use VNRs as 

springboards, while only one station reports it almost always does. 

News rooms are filled with every-day decision makers, but ultimately, 

only one person often decides whether or not their station will broadcast a 

VNR Who is that person? Three assignment editors feel they had the 

power to make the final decision, while the remaining four respondents are 

equally divided between responding that the news director and the news 

producer has the final power. One Wausau station believes both the 

assignment editor and the news producer holds the responsibility. 

Although their responses vary, many assignment editors consistently 

describe a process by which the assignment editors screen the VNRs for 

usable material and offer suggestions to the producers of each news 

segment. This news producer then decides on the VNR's broadcast fate. 

"When I get the information over the fax. I take a look at it and 

determine if maybe we can use something for the 5 or 6 o'clock," says 

Garvin (1994). "I give the coordinate information to the producer, then he 

or she can decide whether to take it in ... 

One of the most consistent and common responsibilities of assignment 

editors is to serve as the station's coritact with public relations agents and 

outside personnel who often pitch story ideas. Developing a solid 

relationship with an assignment editor can often spell success for a 

company's efforts. When asked to define their relationship wi~ most of 

their VNR producer contacts, 67 percent, including all three Milwaukee 
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stations. say the relationship is good. 11 percent say it is excellent and 22 

percent say there is no relationship to qualify. 

Many of the stations reportedly understand VNR producers• jobs and 

responsibilities. yet several assignment editors say the VNR producers tend 

to call too often in following-up on their VNRs. 

"I realize that they're being paid to push their product." says Nason 

(1994). "They have to realize that sometimes stations aren't interested in 

them. and if they're not. so be it. Maybe they'll be interested in the next 

one ... he says. 

"I don't need a sales pitch on the phone." says Garvin (1994). 

"People who are real pushy are not necessarily going to get smnething on 

the air." she says. "Much like people who send out press releases. I can't 

tell you right now if rm going to cover something tomorrow--or if I'll use 

the VNR." 

Although most assignment editors feel their relationship with VNR 

producers is good. some editors realize that understanding each other 

presents some limits. "There are so many varied stations they probably deal 

with and so many people." says Parikka (1994). "Ifs tough to know what 

they want from us and ifs tough for them to know what we do here. 

They're calling from California or New York. Some of these people live in 

such a totally different world from what we have here . . . to try to explain it 

to them in 30 seconds or less just isn·t going to happen ... 
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Assignment editors also evaluate public relations pitches for 

newsworthy qualities. When asked to describe the newsworthiness quality 

of most of the VNRs they receive, four Wisconsin assignment editors say the 

quality is good and four say the quality is fair. One station says the 

newsworthiness of most VNRs is poor. 

Many respond that the newsworthiness quality varies drastically. 

According to these assignment editors. VNRs are intended to promote a 

product and often closely resemble commercials. 

"The [VNRs) that are really trying to get interesting information out to 

the viewers have a good chance at getting their VNRs aired," says Buss 

(1994). The product-promoting VNRs stand a lesser chance of getting 

broadcast. "'Ibeir money is better spent producing commercials" (Buss, 

1994). 

Two of the three Wausau/Rhinelander stations feel the newsworthiness 

quality is good, while two of the three Milwaukee stations feel the 

newsworthiness quality is fair (See Appendix 7,. Table ~- Each of the Green 

Bay/ Appleton stations give equally divided comments describing the 

newsworthiness of the VNRs they receive. 

When asked to describe the production quality of most of the VNRs 

they receive, the responses are more positive. Half of the respondents say 

the production quality is often good, 37 .5 say it is excellent and 12.5 
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percent say it is fair (See Appendix 8, ·Table 9). One Milwaukee station 

refuses to answer, claiming it rarely scrutinizes enough VNRs to accurately 

respond. VNR production quality is rated highest in the smallest market but 

is rated lowest in the largest market. Unlike the newsworthiness issue, no 

one categorizes the production quality as poor. 

"Most of them look pretty slick, good graphics and they're shot fairly 

well," says Krueger (1994). Quartermont agrees (1994). ..Production 

quality is almost always excellent, compared with what we have to work 

with," he says. 

What criteria do assignment editors use to determine news? Is this 

criteria the same criteria they use to determine newsworthiness for VNRs? 

When asked to list their station's general newsworthiness criteria, 

only a few consistencies emerge. The most common responses are stories 

that affect viewers (six stations), stories with a community impact (three 

stations), stories that are timely (two stations) and stories with local angles 

(two stations). Aside from those similarities, the other responses are issue

oriented stories, oddity Jeatures and easily shot stories. 

But expressing newsworthiness qualities in a phone interview may be 

more difficult than sitting in a newsroom and determining what stories to 

cover. In addition, news is always changing. What's news today may not be 

news tomorrow. 

"There's no {newsworthiness] gauge, just a general philosophy," says 

Buss ( 1994). "It really varies story by story." 
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When considering a VNR's newsworthiness these assignment editors 

responses are even more varied. Four stations say they look for rare 

video qualities. three stations look for VNRs with local interest. two 

consider VNRs newsworthy if they don't look Uke commercials and two 

stations are concerned with a VNR's timeliness. Other responses include 

VNRs with oddity features. pertinent video, a broad topic appeal and impact. 

Only one common response is equally represented within all three 

markets. According to assignment editors in each market, a VNR's local 

interest is a main contributor to its overall newsworthiness. 

"We're in a rather large market here," says Parikka {1994). "We really 

have no need for them unless they have a local interest." 

Many reasons exist for broadcasting VNRs. but these Wisconsin 

assignment editors provide two main reasons ( See Appendix 8, Table 10). 

Three stations feel a VNR's abiUty to be localized is a main reason for 

broadcasting it while two stations believe that if a VNR provided high 

quality B-roll. it is more likely to be broadcast. 

The ability to be localized is the only answer given by the Milwaukee 

stations. "It would have to have an impact here." says Parikka (1994). 

"Those stories that have an impact here, that have a local tie-in, we would 

definitely consider more than those that don't." 

As for B-roll quality, rare video or sharp images are important factors 

to some assignment editors. "If it's video we wouldn't be able to get. like up 

in a blimp. we might say. 'oh that's kind of neat,' and we'll want to run 

that," says Krueger (1994). 
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Besides the ability to be localized and high quality B-roll. no two 

stations provide the same reasons why they would broadcast a VNR. 

Broadcast success is attributed to VNRs with important information or 

interesting topics. VNRs with high quality sowid. the ability to fill air time. 

act as a springboard.. VNRs that can be used as an inexpensive news 

gathering tool. and VNRs with that require little newsroom effort. 

Ward provides specific insights why other stations might use VNRs 

(1994). "Other people use them because they·re lazy ... he says. "1t·s easy to 

use. They come in these prepackaged forms. They're easier and cheaper 

than shooting our own story ... 

Then why wouldn·t a station broadcast a VNR? More stations provide 

similar reasons for NOT broadcasting VNRs than they do for broadcasting 

VNRs. Five of the nine stations (55 percent) feel VNRs often contain 

overwhelming or inappropriate commercial content (See Appendix B. Table 

11). 

"Sometimes they're two-minute commercials disguised as news, .. says 

WAOWs Buss (1994). WFRV's Vittorio agrees (1994). "Some of them have 

such a strong commercial-type tone to them in trying to sell their product, 

it just doesn·t work ... he says. "If they want to advertise their topic. they 

can buy time on my station. A news product is not the time to advertise for 

somebody ... 

Of all the VNRs his Green Bay station receives, Vittorio estimates about 

half of the VNRs look like commercials. while Quartermont believes 30 

percent of the VNRs sent to his Wausau station are blatantly commercial. 
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A second main reason is provided for not broadcasting a VNR VNRs 

that can't easily be localized are not often broadcast. Four stations feel that 

VNRs that could not be localized were not likely to be broadcast. 

"VNRs have to look like something around here," says Vandelaarschot 

(1994). "When they show people in them, the people [don't] accurately 

represent the people around here. Sometimes the background is not 

suitable to the Midwest" (Vandelaarschot. 1994). 

Other main reasons for not broadcasting a VNR include descriptions of 

VNRs lacking interest to the market, VNRs without rare or exclusive B-roll. 

VNRs with staged qualities, VNRs with monotone narration and VNRs 

lacking general newsworthiness. 

But what exactly is general newsworthiness? To many of these 

assignment editors, providing a definition is difficult. But many admit they 

know a news story when they see one. 

"They call them a VNR for video news release, but there really isn't 

anything newsy about it." says Nason (1994). "We might get one from 

Hardees when they sell their five billionth cheeseburger. That's. not news," 

he says. "Or we'll get a VNR from a company that makes a new wrench. 

That's not news" (Nason, 1994). 

What do these results mean? Does this data lead to any conclusions? 

Chapter 4 provides a closer look at the significance of the data. Based on 

the results of this study. it draws conclusions and offers suggestions for 

further research into the growing business of news and VNRs. 
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This study focuses on a comparison of video news release usage. 

expectations and newsworthiness. Based on the data presented in Chapter 

3, the discussion section draws conclusions regarding these goals. 

To present the material in a consistent manner. this chapter is 

organized to discuss: 

• VNR clients and control issues 

• VNR distribution and reception practices 

• VNR broadcast success rates 

• Newsroom editorial practices 

• Newsworthiness issues 

Although each discussion section is individually categorized. some 

issues are examined from various combinations of categories. This allows 

for a thorough examination of the issues from many angles. 
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The discussions presented here give broader insights into how video 

public relations and the broadcast medium use VNRs to communicate to a 

mass audience, and add new knowledge to a growing public relations 

practice. 

VNR Clients and Control Issues 

Do the ·vNR producers and Wisconsin assignment editors agree on the 

level of control VNR producers wield over their clients? The VNR 

producers tend to report their level of control as stronger than the 

estimations of these assignment editors. More specifically. two of the three 

VNR producers report having fairly strong and strong control respectively, 

yet 62.5 percent of the assignment editors feel VNR producers and their 

clients share equal control. 

Although each group is asked to categorize the perceived level of VNR 

producer control, both groups fmd it difficult to pinpoint an answer. Many 

of the assignment editors have no fmn beliefs about VNR control and admit 

to guessing. Therefore, this level of uncertainty reveals little about actual 

VNR producer control. These estimations, instead. reveal a lack of 

understanding regarding the VNR production process. 
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VNR Distribution and Reception Practices 

How do VNR distribution methods and preferences differ from 

Wisconsin news station VNR reception methods and preferences? Before 

this is addressed. an explanation of VNR producers· distribution methods is 

necessary. 

DWJ and West Glen each report distributing between 11-15 and 5-10 

VNRs respectively. each month. But On the Scene reports distributing less 

than 5 VNRs monthly. Although its distribution is reportedly lower than the 

others♦• in reality. On the Scene's VNR distribution can be considered 

higher than DWJ's and West Glen's monthly distribution. 

In Chapter 3, a discrepancy in VNR defmitions is noted as Jewett 

reveals On the Scene's preference for video highlight packages. Although 

Jewett sees a distinction between her video soundbites/B-roll packages and 

VNRs. this study contends that "anything distributed that suggests or offers 

a news story" is considered a VNR. In addition to distributing less than 5 

VNRs monthly, On the Scene distributes video highlight packages four-to

five times a week. Based on this study's VNR definition, therefore. On the 

Scene can be considered as distributing more than 20 VNRs monthly. 

Taking this adjustment into consideration. all three VNR producers 

reportedly distribute anywhere from 5 to 20 or more VNRs monthly. In 

comparison to Wisconsin television news station reception, these numbers 

are fairly consistent. 
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The majority of these news stations reportedly receive between 15 -

20 VNRs each month. These responses validate the frequent Wisconsin 

send-out claims of the VNR producers. In addition, most assignment 

editors indicate their station has the potential to receive countless VNRs 

through faxes, wires services and satellite notices. 

Although both VNR producers and several assignment editors feel that 

the smallest market broadcasts more VNRs than the largest market, in 

reality, the smallest market (Wausau/Rhinelander) receives fewer VNRs than 

the largest market (Milwaukee). This could represent a VNR producer 

misunderstanding of the actual VNR broadcast usage rates in different size 

markets. On the other hand, these results could merely represent the 

impact of the market size. In other words. it is possible that VNR producers 

send Milwaukee stations more VNRs simply because the VNR topics have a 

greater impact on the metropolitan area than they would in the Green Bay 

area. By sending more VNRs to the largest market, the VNR producers 

might be trying to target the specific population with the most promising 

impact. 

As for the preferred form of VNRs, only one VNR producer admits to a 

hard copy distribution preference, while the responding assignment editors 

· equally prefer receiving VNRs via a direct satellite feed and through a hard 

copy format. All three of the smallest market stations agree on a hard copy 

reception preference, while 66 percent of the largest market stations agree 

on a direct satellite reception preference. 
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All three VNR producers do not distribute VNRs more frequently 

during a particular time of the year, but two Wausau/Rhinelander stations 

feel they are more likely to broadcast VNRs between December and 

February. In general, however, neither the VNR producers nor the majority 

of assignment editors are more likely to distribute or broadcast VNRs during 

any particular time of the year. 

Based on this VNR distribution and reception information. it would 

seem most effective for VNR producers to implement several tactics for a 

greater chance at VNR broadcast success. 

To begin, these VNR producers should more discriminately send 

timely and topical VNRs to these Wisconsin television markets. No station 

reports an inability to receive VNRs or a scarcity of VNR options, perhaps 

indicating a news station inundation of VNRs. Instead, VNR producers 

might find greater broadcast success by sending fewer, more newsworthy 

VNRs. This could create a decrease in the amount of VNRs flooding 

newsrooms in Wisconsin, and across the nation. while increasing the 

chances of individual attention from assignment editors. 

The producers should also send more VNRs to Wisconsin's smallest 

market than to its largest market (actual market usage data will more fully 

support this later). Although the smaller stations employ fewer staff 

members, these stations often operate in a slower news market and often 

depend on additional news gathering resources (Quartermont, 1994). 
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In addition. VNR producers could bring greater broadcast ease to 

Wisconsin markets by more consistently distributing VNRs in their 

preferred forms. By routinely sending hard copy VNRs to Wisconsin's 

smallest market and routinely sending VNRs via satellite feeds to 

Wisconsin's largest market, VNRs may be more likely to be viewed by 

assignment editors and, in tum, broadcast. 

No strong time of the year preference seems to be indicated with 

distribution or usage. Therefore, VNRs producers should continue to 

distribute VNRs as news agendas dictate. 

VNR Broadcast Success Rates 

For most VNR producers, the bottom-line of their business is VNR 

broadcast success. One of this study's goals is to measure the VNR 

producers' perceived success rate with Wisconsin news station's reported 

VNR usage. The results derived from this attempt, however, present some 

limitations. 

All three VNR producers claim 100 percent VNR success. Each feels 

that some station plays at least a portion of its VNRs each year. These 

responses, however, do not reveal the intended data. Instead, this study 
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hoped to learn an average success rate for each VNR producers' VNRs. By 

asking the survey question, "Of [the VNRs you distribute each month,] 

approximately how many are broadcast by news stations each month?," a 

typical response is, .. All of them were broadcast by someone." Since the 

intention of this question is to compare VNR success rates with news station 

VNR broadcast rates, these responses come as a surprise. 

In order to make this comparison work, specific VNRs need to be 

tracked and recorded based on success rates within specific Wisconsin 

markets. Although the study reveals broadcast success rates based on 

monthly use, these numbers cannot be compared with a VNR company's 

success claims, unless both numbers refer to the same VNRs. 

While this comparison falls short of its intended goal, another 

comparison succeeds at comparing how news stations use VNRs based on 

the number they receive. Specifically, 88 percent of the responding 

assignment editors claim they broadcast less than 5 VNRs each month, 

while one station claims to enforce a "No VNR" policy. However the 

majority of editors (44 percent) receive between 15-20 VNRs each month. 

This difference in usage and reception presents one of this study's chief 

results. 

Based on the conversations with the VNR producers, this discrepancy 

between usage and reception is met with some skepticism. The producers 

feel that many assignment editors will use VNRs in their broadcasts, but 

deny they use VNRs. 
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On the Scene, however, feels the VNR trend· is waning. "I think that 

VNRs are really not being used very much anymore," says Jewett (1994). 

She feels VNRs were used extensively five years ago, but are now 

problematic for stations with different electronic formats. 

Although Wisconsin news stations' reported usage of VNRs is 

considerably lower than the amount of VNRs received, these results may not 

surprise many media analysts. In addition to its own news sources, news 

organizations typically receive numerous story ideas from various outside 

sources each day. Since news organizations have limited time or space to 

fill, the number of possible story ideas will almost always exceed the number 

of stories they can broadcast or publish. For example, WTMJ's Garvin says, 

"Ten percent of the video material that's on our air is from VNRs" (Garvin, 

1994). Although WfMJ receives numerous VNRs, it only uses VNRs as a 

small portion of its broadcasts. 

When compared, these stations reportedly use similar amounts of 

VNRs in their broadcasts, but 44 percent feel they use VNRs less frequently 

than their competition, while 44 percent feel they use VNRs equally. In 

comparison to their indicated use of VNRs, these estimations seem 

somewhat accurate. However, one station's estimation of compared usage 

could indicate a possible inaccuracy in these stations' estimations. 

WAOW reportedly broadcasts between 5-10 VNRs monthly, more than 

any other station interviewed. But when asked to compare its usage to its 

competition, it feels it broadcasts an equal amount. If this report is 
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accurate. it could indicate that the Wausau/Rhinelander stations estimate an 

inaccurately lower VNR usage than its competition. thus confll"IIling some 

VNR producers• suspicions. 

In order to confirm these suspicions. a more accurate and empirical 

study would need to be conducted. VNR usage would need to be regularly 

tracked. reported and compared to usage within the same market. Since 

this study deals with interviewee•s estimations. this possible inaccuracy 

should be noted. but can not be confirmed. 

Newsroom Editorial Practices 

Comparing VNR producers· estimations of news room practices with 

the reported practices of assignment editors. some interesting insights are 

revealed. In most cases. VNR producers show a strong understanding of 

these Wisconsin news room practices. Yet it should be noted that the 

responses given represent VNR producers· estimations and assignment 

editors· admissions. The accuracy of these comparisons is based upon the 

unmeasurable level of honesty provided by the assignment editors. 

Television news stations depend on the editing process to narrow 

news stories. Likewise. VNR editing is an expected and inevitable news 
_ ... .-

room practice. How often are most VNRs edited? This study reveals that 

two of the three VNR producers estimate VNRs are sometimes edited. But 
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50 percent of the stations that broadcast VNRs say they abnost al.ways edit 

VNRs. 

These responses reflect a more strict editing process than most of the 

these VNR producers believe exists. This could also indicate assignment 

editors' unwillingness to admit they use VNRs in full, if indeed they do. 

Compared with their admittedly low VNR broadcast usage. this is a 

possibility. But perhaps the most revealing aspect of this data resides in 

WAOW's response. 

As previously noted, WAOW, a Wausau/Rhinelander market station. 

estimates it broadcasts between 5-10 VNRs each month - indicating a 

higher usage rate than the other eight stations. When asked to report its 

editing process, WAOW says it sometimes broadcasts edited versions of 

VNRs but generally runs most VNRs intact (Buss, 1994). This response 

demonstrates the most lenient VNR editing practice of all the stations. 

Combined with its admittedly higher usage of VNRs, WAOW's casual editing 

seems to allow VNR producers a greater chance of showing their clients 

stories more often. and intact. 

Fewer consistencies in assignment editors' responses arise when both 

groups are asked to consider the use of VNRs as file footage. Although I 00 

percent of the VNRs producers feel stations sometimes save VNRs and use 

them later as file footage, only a slight majority of assignment editors 

reportedly use VNRs as file footage sometimes. As many assignment editors 

expected, the smallest market reports a more frequent usage of VNRs as file 

footage than the largest market. As previously noted, the hard copy 
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videotape is greatly valued by the small market stations - thus confirming 

their earlier noted hard copy receptions preferences. 

But saving VNRs for later broadcasts isn't the only use for VNRs. Like 

the written press release, VNRs can prompt a news station to develop an 

original stoi:y, based on the idea presented in the VNR (Minkalis, 1994). 

When asked how often they send VNRs to prompt other stoi:y ideas, all 

three producers offered widely ranging answers. But many assignment 

editors say they almost never use VNRs as springboards. 

Based on the smallest market stations' reported fondness for 

accepting the hard copy videocassettes and their reported need for filling 

air time, these responses are slightly surprising. Perhaps these small 

stations are rejecting the opportunity to create original stories. Instead, 

these stations might prefer to use the original VNR rather than use station 

time and resources to shoot an original stoi:y. If this is the case, then 

WAOWs previously-noted infrequent VNR editing rate could confirm this. In 

addition. this could create further suspicions of other assignment editors 

providing misleading or inaccurate VNR usage responses. 

If the bottom-line key to VNR success is represented by broadcast 

usage. then effective communication needs to take place between VNR 

producers and the person who determines broadcast success. Whom do the 

VNR producers think this news person is? Are they comwunicating with 

the right person? 
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Although the survey questionnaire offered three choices. assignment 

editor. news director. and news producer. all three VNR producers feel the 

news room decision-makers vary too greatly from station to station to 

pinpoint one person. But are these responses correct? 

According to 44 percent of these Wisconsin news stations. the 

assignment editors have the power to make a final VNR broadcasting 

decision. However. the remaining stations were equally divided in 

responding that the news director and the news producer has the final 

power. 

Therefore. these VNR producers are not entirely incorrect in feeling 

that stations VNR decision makers vary. But VNR producers might realize 

greater succ.ess by understanding the importance of the assignment editor 

in the news room screening process of VNRs. as described in Chapter 3. 

Altheide suggests that the relationship between a news station and a 

community can greatly affect the station's news content (1976). But the 

relationship between public relations personnel and assignment editors can 

also affect news. How do these two groups view their relationship with one 

another? Based on their responses. VNR producers apparently feel their 

relationship with assignment editors is better than the assignment editors 

indicate. Specifically. 66 percent of the VNR producers rate their 

relationship as excellent. while 67 percent of the assignment editors . ,. 
describe their relationship as good. 
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As noted earlier. many assignment editors feel VNR producers are too 

aggressive in pitching their VNRs (Nason. 1994). This sentiment might 

possibly lead assignment editors to rate their relationship as slightly weaker 

than the VNR producers would rate. Although both groups• responses 

indicate a slight difference in opinion, these responses also indicate a 

positive sign in a professional relationship. Sometimes public relations and 

media personnel have an adversarial relationship. Yet in reality, each group 

needs the services of the other group to some degree (Drobis, 1992). 

Therefore, these responses represent a secure feeling in the strength of 

their relationship and create an encouraging sign of the possibility of 

continuing effective communication for VNR producers and television 

assignment editors. 

Newsworthiness Issues 

Most broadcast journalists have developed their own set of criteria for 

determining newsworthy events. But are there any criteria consistencies 

throughout Wisconsin broadcast journalism? Do VNR producers understand 

the Wisconsin medium's criteria? Does Althiede's idea of outside news 

forces play a role in determining news? Are Epstein's and Robinson's news 

criteria similar to these Wisconsin assignment editors's criteria? 

To begin. two of the three VNR producers feel VNRs receive similar 

treatment as other news sources. But assignment editors' responses 
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indicate that they often scrutinize VNRs more closely than other news 

sources. Although these responses indicate inaccurate VNR producer 

estimations. most of these VNR producers want their VNRs to be 

considered as any other news source. By more closely evaluating their news 

qualities. these VNR producers feel their information is receiving unfair 

treatment. 

In considering the use of VNRs, news stations often examine the 

newsworthiness and production qualities of each VNR. Of these nine 

stations. 44 percent rated typical VNRs newsworthiness as good. while 44 

percent rate typical newsworthiness as fair. Although the middle size 

market gave three different ratings, 66 percent of the smallest market 

stations rate newsworthiness as good, while 66 percent of the largest 

market stations rate newsworthiness as fair. 

These higher ratings from the smallest market could explain or justify 

a potentially more frequent broadcast use. The slightly weaker rating from 

the biggest market may likewise indicate an explanation for potentially less 

frequent use. It should be noted, however, that this study only finds one 

station that admits to using more than 5 VNRs each month. Therefore, if 

truly honest VNR usage estimations are provided, these newsworthiness 

rating cannot be linked to more frequent or less frequent VNR broadcast 

rates. 

Overall ratings for VNR production quality are higher than 

newsworthiness ratings - especially in the smallest market. Specifically, 50 

percent rate the typical VNR production quality as good, while 37.5 feel the 
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production quality is excellent. In the smallest market. 66 percent of the 

stations feel the production quality is excellent. while 66 percent of the 

middle-sized market stations feel the production quality is good. 

As noted in Chapter 3, assignment editors from the 

Wausau/Rhinelander market stations feel their stations· lack technical, 

professional and fmancial resources. In addition. the resources VNR 

producers wield are often more sophisticated and professional than local 

news stations' resources. Because of these differences in resources, the 

production qualities of the VNRs most small market stations receive might 

look more professional and more modern than the news stories these 

stations could originally develop. 

Besides rating VNR newsworthiness and production quality, what 

specific criteria do these stations use to determine news? Finding 

specifically-followed newsworthiness guidelines proves difficult. 

The VNR producers are very unspecific when estimating 

newsworthiness criteria of most television stations. They appear to not 

understand the news criteria stations might use. Perhaps the reason they 

can't offer solid estimations is less their fault than the fault of television 

news station assignment editors. 

When the assignment editors are asked to reveal their newsworthiness 

criteria, very few readily reveal answers. Instead. most assignment editors 

provide vague: general answers. but only after being J?~ompted or given 

considerable time to think. 
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Although Altheide ( 1976) suggests that commercialism, competition 

and a community affect television news content, the assignment editors's 

responses reveal little to support his claims. 

Specifically, only six stations provide the same newsworthiness 

answer, reporting that stories that affect viewers are considered 

newsworthy. 

Although these fmdings reveal little, it might be worthy to note that 

these assignment editors may have a firm grasp on newsworthy issues, yet 

have a difficult time expressing these concepts in a phone interview. It is 

possible that their decision making processes might be considerably sharper 

in the newsroom than answering questions over the phone. Whatever the 

case may be, these vague responses of newsworthiness criteria are 

disappointing. 

However vague these answers appear, these assignment editors reveal 

a few areas of newsworthiness previously discussed in Chapter 2. 

Specifically, how similar is the Wisconsin assignment editors' news criteria 

to Epstein's and Robinson's news criteria? To answer that question, the 

four major responses provided by the Wisconsin editors need to be 

compared with Epstein's and Robinson's news criteria. 

Six of the nine news editors feel that stories that affect viewers are 

considered newsworthy. Closely related. three of the nine editors feel that 

stories with a community impact should be considered newsworthy. 

None of Epstein's six criteria consider stories that affect viewers as 

holding any elements of newsworthiness. A possible reason for this may be 

that since Epstein's criteria are based on his study of a national news 
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station, local answers may reveal newsworthiness discrepancies. In other 

words, it may be more important to local stations to value stories that affect 

viewers more than a national station might. Although both the local and 

national stations need to consider their viewers, a national station needs to 

cover a wider scope of events compared to the specific community interests 

of a local station's market. 

Robinson's reality perspective, however, closely mirrors the news 

editors' flrst two responses. As previously noted, Robinson feels that the 

reality of the day's events are important to the people who feel a connection 

to the events (1978). Stories that affect viewers and stories with a 

community impact represent these real-life events Robinson describes. 

Therefore, Robinson's criterion here has much in common with these 

editors' responses. 

The timeliness of stories is the third major response from these 

Wisconsin editors. Again, representing a lack of consistent answers. only 

two of the nine stations (22 percent) agree that covering timely events is a 

major news criterion. 

Epstein's criteria also fails to consider this perspective. Epstein's 

time considerations criterion might seem similar, but to Epstein, time 

considerations perspective is geared for reporters· scheduling ease. Epstein 

provides no support for the timeliness of an event as important. but rather, 

supports the story's ability to be easily covered considering the Journalists· 

busy schedules (1973). 
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Although none of Robinson's criteria specifically support the 

Wisconsin editors· timeliness consideration. his reality perspective might 

partially reflect this concern. Since Robinson sees the importance in 

covering day-to-day. real-life events. a story's timeliness might be inferred. 

For example, a news event that happens at 10 a.m. and is broadcast on that 

evening's 6 p.m. news. certainly indicates timeliness. 

Finally, national stories that have local angles are considered 

newsworthy by two of these nine stations (22 percent}. These stations feel 

that the localization of national events brings viewers in touch with the way 

national events have an impact in their market's community. 

Epstein's criteria again fail to regard localizing events as a newsworthy 

practice. Instead, Epstein feels that geographic balance is important to give 

viewers a wider scope and broader range of information (1973). 

Like Epstein, Robinson doesn't seem to consider this localization 

aspect through his news criteria (1978). Robinson's collage criteria place 

value on the widespread use of various stories to interest a diverse audience, 

but doesn't regard the localization of national events as being a newsworthy 

approach in broadcast news. 

Therefore, only two of these Wisconsin stations' news criteria -

stories that affect viewers and stories with a community impact - are 

strongly supported by Robinson's criteria while no criteria is supported by 

Epstein's study. There may be a few reasons for this. As stated earlier, 

perhaps Epstein's study of a national news department fails to reveal 
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insights into how local news operations deal with the intricacies of 

community events. In addition, the assignment editors' vague and 

inconsistent responses to newsworthiness criteria may not reveal the 

intended data. 

Now that the general newsworthiness criteria has been discussed, an 

examination of VNR news criteria is necessru:y. When considering the 

newsworthiness of VNRs, do the news editors' criteria change from general 

newsworthiness criteria? 

When judging VNR newsworthiness, four stations report rare video 

quality as an in1portant news criterion. Three stations feel VNRs with local 

interest a worthy of attention. Finally, two stations each feel VNRs are 

newsworthy if they don't resemble commercials and if they present timely 

information. 

Compared with the stations' reported general news criteria, only a few 

differences arise. Timeliness and local impact issues are important criteria 

to these Wisconsin editors when considering both news and VNRs. As 

might be expected, the video quality is a more important factor in judging 

VNR newsworthiness. These editors feel VNRs need to have rare video 

their stations can't shoot. In addition, the VNRs that resemble commercial 

material are rarely used or considered news. 

Earlier in Chapter 2, some estimations were noted regarding the ways 

VNRs might be Judged for newsworthiness. These estimations used 

Epstein's and Robinson's news criteria studies as a framework for 
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examination. To complete this examination. the actual news editor 

responses need to be discussed. 

Epstein's idea of film value makes the closest and most obvious 

connection with these editors· responses. Since 44 percent of the stations 

feel VNRs with rare video quality makes them newsworthy, then Epstein's 

emphasis on the quality. uniqueness and rarity of the video is quite similar. 

Robinson's criteria. on the other hand. makes a weaker connection 

with the editors' responses. Although Robinson never directly discusses the 

importance of the video quality. he believes that a mixture of news is 

important to viewers (1978). His collage perspective of news might support 

the importance of video value if the collage of news stories can be 

represented by VNRs with previously unavailable footage. In this way, 

editors' who judge VNRs by video quality might also consider the need for 

presenting the wide variety of news stories suggested by Robinson's collage 

perspective. 

Aside from the video quality, the remaining responses, local interest, 

non-commercial qualities. and timeliness. all fail to be directly supported by 

either Epstein's or Robinson's criteria. 

Although VNR usage became more frequent years after Epstein's and 

Robinson's research, Epstein's and Robinson's criteria make few 

connections with the way these Wisconsin editors judge VNR 

newsworthiness. Yet it should be noted that the researchers' purpose was to 

examine the way news editors judge news - not VNRs. Therefore the lack 
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of VNR news insights provided by their criteria can be expected and should 

not be attacked. 

Now that the specific criteria have been discussed. a final discussion of 

the reasons for broadcasting VNRs needs to be presented. What reasons do 

the VNR producers feel assignment editors use in determining VNR usage? 

Are their estimations correct? 

These three VNR producers feel that overall news value. rare video 

with rare spokespeople. and time filler qualities all contribute to main 

reasons assignment editors choose to broadcast a VNR. But the Wisconsin 

editors say their main reasons for broadcasting a VNR concern the VNR's 

ability to be localized and the quality of its B-rolL 

These responses represent a major misunderstanding between these 

two groups. If the assignment editors truly believe their main reasons for 

using VNRs are based on their ability to be localized and good B-roll. then 

the VNR producers only correctly estimate one reason for usage - quality 

video. 

How do the VNR producers fare when estimating main reasons news 

stations do NOT broadcast VNRs? Based on these Wisconsin editors' 

responses. the VNR producers have a much better understanding of why 

news stations do not broadcast VNRs. 

All three VNR producers agree that commercial-oriented VNRs 

provide stations a main reason to not use them. In addition. they feel that 

stations would not likely broadcast VNRs without market or audience

relevance. 
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In reality. these VNR producers are correct. Five of the nine stations 

(55 percent) feel VNRs with overwhelming commercial content will not be 

used. In addition. VNRs that have no market relevance. that can't be 

localized and that are simply are not newsy provide main reasons why 

stations won't use them. 

Why do the VNR producers have a greater understanding for why 

stations won't use VNRs than why they would use VNRs? The answer may 

be indicated by the previously-noted assignment editors' lack of specific 

answers regarding newsworthiness. As noted earlier, several assignment 

editors have a difficult time expressing what they consider newsworthy. If 

these editors have difficulties describing their news evaluation process. then 

how can public relations agents. or VNR producers. begin to understand 

what's considered news? It may be easier for VNR producers to observe the 

failure rate of their VNRs to understand what doesn't work than it is to 

observe the success rate of their VNRs and to understand why it was 

successful in that particular instance. 

Although this question might be easily resolved. this study leaves some 

questions unanswered. Specifically. how would these results differ if the 

data were obtained in a more quantitative manner? How would these results 

differ if the data were collected from a larger group of VNR producers? 

Would similar responses be given by more station editors within Wisconsin, 

the Midwest or from throughout the U.S.? 
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By speculating answers to these questions, this study's limitations are 

revealed. Specifically, this study obtained estimations from each group and 

requested operational information from each group. The study's level of 

validity is only as good as the honesty with which each group answered 

questions. For example, many VNR producers feel assignment editors are 

not always truthful in reporting their VNR broadcast rates. However, based 

on this study. these suspicions can neither be confirmed nor denied. Since 

no exact measurement was conducted, the results presented here are based 

on estimated responses. In other words, if all the assignment editors 

underestimated their VNR usage, then the study's results are based on 

inaccurate data. 

How could this be alleviated? Although the descriptive interview 

survey provided the results intended, field research methodology might 

have provided a more specific examination of actual practices, as opposed to 

estimations of practices. 

Another potential limitation is revealed by the lack of specific answers 

- to questions of newsworthiness. Since these results are a main goal of the 

study, the answers might reveal little about an already inexact science of 

judging news. 

This study's intent was to examine VNR intentions, usage and 

newsworthiness. Although this study avoided the financial issues 

surrounding VNRs, future studies should consider reconciling this issue. 

Knowing any connections of stations' budget compared with VNR 
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production cost might aid future public relations practitioners to more 

economically use video formats to present their issues to the media. 

A possible remedy to the lack of discussion prompted by 

newsworthiness criteria questions might involve directly observing news 

station assignment editors and questioning them as they choose the news 

stories each day. Through this field research, actions may be examined, 

possibly revealing more valid information than could be provided by asking 

the editors questions. 

In addition, using a larger sample size of VNR producers and news 

stations might reveal trends beyond the top VNR money makers and 

Wisconsin markets. 

Although these limitations and suggestions for future research might 

indicate weaknesses of this study, the data revealed here more thoroughly 

examines VNR intent, usage and news criteria than has been done before. 

While the past VNR research examined ethical, tracking and operational 

issues, this study specifically compares the two groups most involved in 

directing the future of VNRs -- VNR producers and news station assignment 

editors. In studying the top three VNR producers and the nine Wisconsin 

assignment editors, this st_udy reveals new information about the production 

and use of VNRs while advancing this rapidly growing video segment of 

public relations. 
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VNR producer interview smvey questionnaire 

VNR Producer _____ _ Location _____ _ Phone ______ _ 

Contact. _________ Position ........ _____ _ Date ______ _ 

Close-ended questions. for raw data: 

1. How many people on your staff work with your clients on VNR conception and production? 

2. Of those employees, how many had a previous career in public relations or broadcast news? 

3. Approximately how many VNRs do you distribute each month? 
Less than 5, 5-10. 11-15. 16-20. more than 20 

4. Of those VNRs, approximately how many are broadcast by news stations each month? 
Less than 5, 5-10. 11-15. 16-20. more than 20 

5. What method of distribution do you usually use? 
Satellite-feed. hard VHS copy 

6. What time of year are you most likely to distribute VNRs? 
December-February. March-May, June-August, September-November 

7. How often do you reject a client's VNR proposal based on lack of newsworthiness? 
Frequently. sometimes. never 

8. How often do you think stations use edited versions of your VNRs?: 
Always. almost always. sometimes. almost never. never 

9. How often do you think stations save your VNRs and use them later as ftle footage? 
Always. almost always. sometimes, almost never. never 

10. Who do you think makes the final decision to use VNRs? 
News director. assignment editor. news producer 

11. What kind of control in VNR conception do you have over your clients? 
Strong control, fairly strong. equal, fairly weak. weak 

12. What kind of control in VNR production do you have over your clients? 
Strong control. fairly strong. equal. fairly weak. weak 

13. How often do you send a VNR merely as a means of sparking interest in a product or client? 
Always, almost always. sometimes, almost never. never 

14. How would you describe your relationship with most of your assignment editor contacts? 
Excellent. good, fair. poor 

15. How often does your station distribute VNRs to Wisconsin markets? 
Always, almost always, sometimes. almost never. never 

Appendix 1 
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1. Describe the process of creating VNRs from conception through production and 
distribution. 

2. Describe the process of contacting television news stations to pitch your VNRs. 

3. What do you think is the main reason why news stations use a particular VNR? 

4. What do you think is the main reason why news stations DONT use a particular· VNR? 

5. What newsworthiness criteria do you think stations use in determining VNR usage? 

6. What aspects of VNR production do your clients control? 

7. What aspects of VNR production do you control? 

8. What are your company's main VNR topics? 

9. What advice would you give television stations in order to achieve VNR success? 
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News editor/assignment editor intetview survey questionnaire 

Station _________ _ Aff 111 ate _________ _ Market ______________ _ 

Contact -------------- Post Uon ___________ _ Date _______ _ 

Close-ended auesttons, for raw data; 
l .. How many reporters. editors and videographers does your station employ? 

2. What method of VNR reception do you prefer? 
Direct feed. hard VHS copy 

3. Approximately how many VNRs do you receive each month? 
Less than 15. 15-20. 21-25. 26-30. more than30 

4. Approximately how many VNRs do you broadcast each month? 
Less than 5. 5-10. 11-15. 16-20. more than 20 

5. When you broadcast a VNR. how often do you use an edited version? 
Always. almost always. sometimes. almost never. never 

6. How often do you save VNRs and use them later as file footage? 
Always. almost always. sometimes. almost never. never 

7. Who makes the final decision to use VNRs? 
News director. assignment editor. news producer 

8. What kind of control in conception and production do you think VNR producers 
have over their clients? 

Strong control. fairly strong. equal. fairly weak. weak 

9. What time of year are you most likely to use VNRs? 
December-February. March-May. June-August. September-November 

10. How many VNR of these topics does your station receive each month? 
Medical? less than 5, 5-10, 11-15, 16-20, more than 20 
New products? less than 5, 5-10. 11-15, 16-20, more than 20 
Entertainment? less than 5, 5-10, 11-15, 16-20, more than 20 
Environmental? less than 5, 5-10, 11-15, 16-20, more than 20 
Sports? less than 5, 5-10, 11-15, 16-20. more than 20 
Other groups? less than 5, 5-10, 11-15, 16-20, more than 20 

11. How would you describe the newsworthiness quality of most of the VNRs you receive? 
Excellent. good, fair, poor 

12. How would you describe the production quality of most of the VNRs you receive? 
Excellent, good. fair, poor 

13. How often do you use a VNR as a springboard for locallzJng a news story? 
Always, almost always, sometimes, ahnost 'never. never 

14. How would you compare your station's usage of VNRs compared with your competition's? 
More frequent, equal, less frequent 

15. How would you describe your relationship with most of your VNR producer contacts? 
Excellent, good, fair, poor · 

Appendix 2 
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1. How would you describe the newsworthiness criteria by which your station judges news? 

2. How would you describe the newsworthiness criteria by which your station judges VNRs? 

3. What's usually the main reason you broadcast a VNR? 

4. What's usually your main reason for not using a VNR? 

5. To achieve VNR success with your station. what advice would you give to VNR producers? 
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Milwaukee (Kenosha & Racine) (29) 
ADI TV Households: 772,200 
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. ch. 4, NBC 
WITI-TV Milwaukee. ch_ 6, C8S 
'WMVS Milwaukee, ch. 10, ETV 
WISN-TV Milwaukee. ch. 12, A8C 
WVTV Milwaukee, ch. 18, IND 
WCGV-TV Miwaukee, ch. 24, Fox 
WVCY-TV Milwaukee. ch. 30, IND 
'WMVT Milwaukee, ch. 36, ETV 
WJJA Racine, Wis., ch. 49, IND 
WWRS-TV Mayville, Wis .• ch. 52, IND 
WDJT-TV Milwaukee, ch. 58. IND 

ADI TV 
Counties 

Dodge 
Jefferson 
Kenosha 
Milwaukee 
Ozaukee 
Racine 
Sheboygan 
Walworth 
Washington 
Waukesha 

State 

WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
Wt 
WI 
WI 
WI 

Households 

26,900 
24,600 
47,900 

372,800 
26,500 
64,100 
39,200 
27,000 
33,900 

109,300 

Green Bay-Appleton (Suring), Wis. (65) 
ADJ TV Households: 385,400 
WBAY-TV Green Bay. Wis .• ch. 2. CBS 
WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis .. ch. 5. ABC 
WJMN-TV Escanaba, Mich .. ch. 3. satellite to WFRV-TV 
WOHS Iron Mountain, Mich .. ch. 8. IND 
WLUK-TV Green Bay. Wis .• ch. 11. NBC 
WSCO Suring. Wis .. ch. 14. IND 
WGBA Green Bay. Wis .. ch. 26. iND 
WXGZ-TV Appleton. Wis .. ch. 32. Fox 
"WPNE Green Bay. Wis ... ch. 38. ETV 
WMMF-TV Fond du Lac. Wis .• ch. 68. 1ND 

ADI TV 
Counties State Households 

Delta Ml 14,200 Manitowoc 
Dickinson Ml 10,800 Marinette 
Menominee Ml 9,700 Menominee 
Schoolcraft Ml 3,200 Oconto 
Brown WI 73,600 Outagamie 
Calumet WI 12,000 Shawano 
Door WI 10.200 Waupaca 
Fond du Lac WI 33,000 Waushara 
Green Lake WI 7,300 Winnebago 
Kewaune£1.7 WI ro·,,. 

WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 

30,100 
15.900 
1,200 

11,500 
52,100 
14,000 
17,300 
7,800 

54,600 

Wausau-Rhinelander, Wis. (132} 
ADI TV Households: 162,500 
WSAW-TV Wausau, Wis., ch. 7, CBS 
WAOW-TV Wausau, Wis., ch. 9, ABC 
WJFW-TV Rhinelander, Wis., ch. 12, NBC 
'WHRM-TV Wausau, Wis., ch. 20, ETV 
'WLEF-TV Park Falls, Wis., ch. 36, ETV 

ADI TV 
Counties Slate Households 

Adams 
Clark 
Forest 
Langlade 
Lincoln 
Marathon 
Oneida 
Portage 
Price 
Taylor 
Vilas 
Wood 

WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 
WI 

6,000 
10,900 
3,200 
7,500 

10,400 
42,100 
12,600 
22,000 

5,900 
6,800 
7,300 

27,800 

Appendix J. 
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Table 1 
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Staff Percentage with PR/ Broadcast News 
Experience 

DWJ: 75 

On the Scene: 33 

West Glen: 0 

Table 2 

Main Topics 

DWJ OTS WG 

Medical X X X 

Automotive X 

Entertainment X 

Publishing X 

Sports X 

Consumer info. X X X 
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Table 3 

Pitching Methods 

DWJ OTS 
Fax X X 

Phone X X 

Letters X 

E-Mail X 

Table 4 

Estimations for VNR Success 

DWJ 

News value X 

Rare video 

Time filler 

X 

WG 

X 

X 
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WQ: 
X 

X 
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Table 5 
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Estimations for a VNR's Failure 

Too commercial-like 

DWJ 

X 

Doesn·t relate to market X 

Not newsworthy 

Table 6 

OTS 

X 

X 

X 

Amount of VNRs Each Station Receives Monthly 

WatJSaJI Green Bay Milwaukee 

Less than 15 WJFW WFRV WTMJ 

15-20 WAOW•WSAW WBAY WITI 

21-25 

26-30 

More than 30 WLUK WISN 
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Table 7 
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VNR Topics Received Each Month 

<5 5-10 

Medical MGGW MW 

Entertain. GW GW 

New Prod. GW MGGW 

Sports MMGGW GW 

Environ. MMGGGW w 
Note. 
M=a Milwaukee market station 
G= a Green Bay/ Appleton market station 
W= a Wausau/Rhinelander market station 

Table 8 

11-15 

MG 

M 

VNR Newsworthiness 

Wai1SaJ1 Green Bay 
Excellent 

Good WAOW•WJFW WLUK 

Fair WSAW WFRV 

Poor WBAY 

16-20 20+ 

MG 
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Appendix 8 

Table 9 

VNR Production Quality 

Wm:sn1 Green Bay 

Excellent WAOW • \VJFW WBAY 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

WSAW WLUK•WFRV 

Video News Releases 
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Milwaukee 

wm 
WISN 

Table 10 

Main Reasons for VNR Success 

Localizability 

Quality B-roll 

WatJScDl 

WSAW 

WSAW 
. -

Green Bay Milwaukee 

WfMJ•WISN 

WFRV 



Appendix 9 

Table 11 

Main Reasons· for VNR Failure 

Wa11Sa11 Green Bay 

Commercial WSAW•WAOW•WJFW WLUK 

can·t localize WSAW•WJFW 

No market interest 

WLUK•WBAY 

WFRV 

Video News Releases 
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Milwaukee 

WITI 

WfMJ•WISN 

Not newsworthy WfMJ•WISN•WITI 


